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ABSTRACT'
'The initiat~on of ChrOm~S~ma~ ~ePltcatiJ>rrom oriC in E. coli is a II
very complicat~d and .;.w;lI regulat~'r~ess, involving at le:lS~eins(qnaA,
Dna,B, DonG, DonG, ssb, HU proteill.s, RNA po.lymerase, and t~rasel~
.
Mycoplasmas are a large, divt:rgenl group distloctive from other bacteria, whose
study' is expected to yield new i~~ight ioto t~e universality of current, ideas':
conco;'iOing the:m~chanism';nd regulation ot DN~ replication., To this c~d:'an
, --..
attempt has been made to clone the replication origin (oriC) of .\Jycoplasma
./
pne'llmoniae in E. coli using a ma~ker rescue method with '3. KIT{ gene fragment
as th~'~arker. A total or~ ligations and tra~sformatioris ~er~ performed ~ut no\' , ' '
transformant was obtained even" though a variety of conditions werc-tried in these
"p"i';e"~\\;"t~ d,t"mi', th, ,rr,.,li",'" ,f th"l"h~iq""'d.'i; 'If
experiments, an in~~nal positive control experiment was carried out. In tbis
, .
experiment equal genomie.amo!1nts of plasmi~ puqz DNA (completely ·d.igested
with EcoRl) an~ M. pne'u{1loniae DNA frag~ents (partially "digested with BcoRl)
...
,/
were mixed·; dephosphorylat~d, and ligated. with the "Kmr gene (rag~ent. From] __ , _
~ . ,
experiments about 160 Kmr. transformants were obtained, and all but one were
also Apr in phenotype, whieh mea~s .that they'had been transformed by plasmid;
contniniog the replication origin from pUC (2.·The plasmid-extmctcd (tom the
only KmrAp' trans(orman~was ~nalysed by restriction mapping ao.d-Southern
blot tran~rer and DNA hybridization. The comp.Qoents of the· plasmid were
id was identified to be the pUCl2" replication
" ' '
·1:\i/J~r '.: ._",' 0-' - ":;;,.': :':~;::'j:i':_::~""":(1"T~1r~~~.~
The possibility that there exists a dirrerent type(s) of DNA rep'licatioo" . . ~~
. . ~ 1
"I -system and apparatus .0 myeoplasmaS from tbat in E. t:oii, and the ill)pli~atroDS :~.
..,:"
of this "in view of the evolutionary distance between the genus M1IcoplaIJma aDd '/
.' '). -.
otber bacteria such a.s 'E. coli afe diScussed. . .
, , ,
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INTRODUCTION
,. ,> •
1.1. BACTERIAL DNA REPLICATION AND CELL CYCLE
I' CONTROL . I
Each bacterial cell has a single, circular, douJ:!le str~nded DNA Joleeule, ~
called a ~bromosome. A. round 6f'chro~osome ~;ePlf~~t~~bcgillS w'ith t~e', . \ .
initiation o,r DNA synthesis ,at a ~peeir~c ~it~ ~ll{d- the origin or·Ch~~~O~~.lll
DNA r1eplication (oriC). Th~ initiati~n or J::cation is a ve~Pli,ca't~nd -
'well,,,,olat,d pm~"" _hioh i',~~t "Oil, O.dS\OOd:iot the 'O,1I0W;.''', "''',''
"views'(see Fig. 1, 2 and 3) based on the re~~arch\mqstIY on a Gram .negaLJve
b~c'terium, E~cheric" coli. The nascent st~aDJ~synt~esized in 5'-3' directi~n
arc cnUed leading strands, i,e. the strand made;~ t~all dire:tion or
:::::~:,::::o::i~::::~:::::::::d:I~" "otb~'i('d "t'tt'pppd!iite t~. the
. /
Much experimental evidence suggest!t that the verYea.~rli . t, iprvioo
replication (rrim oria .is unidirectional aDd tba~ the first lea.d" g strand is ' ("-
counterclockwise (Yos~imotoel al., '1Q88~, 108Gb) (clockwis is ~~~.t'~ b~"the 'i
orientation or the standard E. ,~~nelic map, see B~m non, lli83)~,I~ Fig. 3', "
transcriptioDs (rom Pori-I' and ~he mioC promotor are co nie~clockwisc.
...
/
,.
,.
"
" ..
, ,.
Fig. 1. Bidired nal rark movement. rkm the origin.
Rep. a' . semidiscontinuous: contiQ.U~5 on the leading strand and discontinuous
• 00 t.he lagging~~rand. The ;rroJio~wt~ show theover~lI direction ofllOlymerization
. _ of DNA.- (Reprinted (rom Kor'Dbe~O{lI) • '. '\ :. I:
. '
, .
"
r ,/
I'
l I
L .'1< /
- .. '.~

I\
while transcription from Pori-r is c1ock.wise.) The cOllnterdo~kwise leading ~trllnd
. -.:'
is considered tt be .more important than the clockwise leading strand~,~~ause
after the du~lex b~ been o»ened by replis,ation of th"e first leading strand, the
$ccond leading strand ~n be initiated {tom several po~cntial initiation sites. e.g
•Pori (promotor \vithin t~e C!rigill), a second priming site, or even an Okazaki.
primosome assembly site (see beJo~). The.!irst lea4ing slraDd is often simp I)'
referred to as the leading strand.
~~ initiatioD; the initiation !f0teins (DpaA, DoaH, DnaC, DnaG and RNA •
polym~raSe) interact with each other and OTiC (Lother el al., 1Q83; Marians, 1084)
formiog jl complex, and opening the two strands. Then the primase/RNA
polymerase starts t1 synthesize RNA: The ~ranscription by RNA po~~ase
)ejther activates the one boy opening the l..yo stra.o"d~ so as to expose a priming
site, or the RNA t~anscript itself may be use~d as the primer (Kornberg, 1083).
Most people believe that the exposed priming site is \n n' site where the .
'xl74·type primosome [which includes proteins i, 0, n', n-, DnaD, DnaC aDd
, .
Dnn.G (primase) pr~teinsl ~sembles and starts primer sy~thesis. Seufert aDd
Messer (1986), however, suggest that since no n' site has been found within the
origin, an n' site is not involved in the initiation of the lagging strand but that the
same set of pre--replisome proteins· assembled'al orie is responsible for this
initiation as well. Replication from an n' ;(te is protein i·depf'ndent and possibly
involved in 8table--~~A.replication (sdr}. The pre-replisome (which includes
.Dna.4, DnaB, DnaGi a.nd DnaG proteins) wOlJ.ld thus be rcsp~lIsible for th,e
,priming of both the lead~ng strand and the lagging strands, i.e. Okaza.ki fragment
initiation.
•\
i
When the primer fOf'the leading strand bas. been synthesized, DNA
polymeras~nt holoenzyme ~ill take ~~'arter tb~ pro~essiDg,or :ermination of
the primer) and begin·to synthesis "the I)NA leading strand. When both leading
st~ands h~ve be:n syn;h'es1tl!d- beyoolt~ origin; t",:o re~l.icaton forks ~;e .
eSl~~ and replication continues bidirectionall~ unti; the round of DNA
synthesis is completed.
Duricg the replication process all the proteins and enzymes involved in
, ,
rcplicati~D congregate on or Icl05c to the forks. They function' cooperatively and
coordinately and the comple~'is calle~ a re~lisome (Kornberg, 1082).
- I / .. '
"'As for the synthesis of t1e'~agging strand, the dir.s.ction of its synthesis is
opposjte to the direct.ion of fork movement. The primosome, (or pre-replisome),
arter-laying down a short 5'-3' RNA prime:, moves in a 3'-5' direction, the same
as that or fork movement (Fig. ~). At intervals the ptimosomc will ~top to
~ .
s}'nthesize a short RNA primer fragment, DNA polymerase m holoenzy'me then
elongatesthe'primers with DNA continuing tp be synthesi~ed in a 5'·3' direction,
W\l!n the DNA synthesized by the hd[oeozyme meets the'primer of the previous
O~ai:aki rragme~t, DNA polymerase I takes o~r, ~Ydro[ysing'the primer and
filling the gap by DNA syothesis,"Finally, DNA ligase c.1ose~ the last
phosphodies~erbdti'&' between the 5ynth~ized short rrB~eots producing a
continuous strand (KorDbe~g, 19S2). A primosome assembly site,. when available
as. a single strand, has the potential for starting DNA synthe;ls and hence it ~
called Ii. "single strand initiation site" (Ssl). A ph,2ge M13 derivativ(, M13
'.aE1o.l, can be used to clone and express'the SSI. (R.ll.Y d al., IDS2)
Ii' ,
\!
J
..
f.·.·.·•... '.·
1
. . I
Fig. 2. Scheme ror enz~me8 operating at one of the forks In bldlrectizn.,
replicatiPD of an E. coli chrO'mosome ortn oriC-plasmld _.
P~ocessivity (lack of dissociation) of the DNA polymerase ill holoenzyme in continuous
chain elongation and of the primosome i~ short. RNA primer formati,oD for discontinuous
/' syntb/esis assures ra.pid replication. (Re~rinted from Kornberg, rgS2)
.,
...
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The i~iti/l.tjoD of bacteriAl DNA replic~n is coupled to ~be growth rate
a.nd dtlerrnines ~ cell cycle, however, the mechanism of this regulation bas not
been {\lily elucidated. The .dominant ~lier is that ~he ratio of o.riginsjlcell mass
determines the time of initiation. Alter a cell dh·isioD. cells grow t9 increase their
\ '" .
cell mass, and when tbe ratio is reduced blow a tbr~hold, replication is inilja'~#.
, . ,.
This is called the titration of cell ma.ss~thesis. Two types of model bave been
"" proposed tor this hypothesis,. Dne is the -initiator- or "au\orepressor" mo~el
(Sompayrac and Mall16c, IQ73l, in which a PU1~live initiator protein is·
continuously produced throughout the cell c~~e, accumulating to a critical
amount whicb then triggers tbe initiation ot DNA replication. An autorepressQr
. . '. .,
,gene is on thlliame operon as the initiator gene, which fundioos ;s to keep the
.. conc('otl:atioo of tbe illitia.tor protein stable by negative feedback. The other
model im'olves 1 repressor of DNA ·replication which is syntbesiled once at a rixed
point per cell cyde alld is diluted by the subSC,ucDt in(f~ase in ccll volume.
'When the concentration o.r the repressor drops beJo'w the errefli"e level,
replication initiates (Pritchard d ai., 19691. )
1.2, THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF or;C
Within the oriCor E. coli a 245 bp (+22,.. +267 bp) fragmeilt was fnund JO
·be an autono(llous replication sequence (Ok a d Ill., 1980,~Q84J, utled tire
mioimal ori~ IOkll. tt Ill" 1080, Tabata et 'bf.; ~{l83), Even though the, minimal
origin is called simply ·oriC· quite frequently, in this Thesis·J will ca.1I it
"mini-oriC· to distinguish it from the integral origin o( the intact chromosome. \
AcCOrding~. Lather tt ai, (lOSS), the iDtegrgin indu~es sequences fl:lnkirfg
\
I'
the ~inioon·C, approximately 000 bp long, whieh are involved in the r-egulation or
ioitiatKm. The right nanking seq~ce eontains a miOC(modulation of initiation'
at oriC} gene, rodi~g ror1. 1'6 K Dalton protein (also ulled x:proteio), The ~:
function or tbis :?rotein is unknowo, but tbe transcription C;;f the geo~ is believtd "
to be a very important regulat.ory element for the io~tiation hom oriC (Tanaia d .
ai" 1985; ScbaU1U el at" 1987), The. essential reatures oC the orjpn region are .... l
summarized in Fig. 3,
In ord.er to study the mecha!lism, and eontrol of c~pJii:~tiO·fl,
. . ,,~. \ ..
, minichrom05omes were constructed by circularili9g the on~ region or by the,
ligati~n of the oriC region with a. DNA.fragment (usua~y 8 marker gene) to·
produce 8o·'artifieial pl~mid in which autonomous replication starl$ only rr~/t~e
chromosomal ~rigiD of replication, on'C, rI.Ltb~e ~perimeots, I~e
minicbromosome is also ealled an ·on:C·plasmido, The miDiehromoSomes require
the same set or lene p~Ud.s thought to be inVDlved in ehromosomal replication.
Six difrerent sp«ies or oriC Cragments from dit{erent Cram ncglltiYe-
bacteria bave been shown to runetio~ in E. coli. Five are from the same Camily q
E. coli, the ramily Enkrobodtriaceae:.£. coli, Salmontlla lyphimurium, ....., '.
Klehidla ,~neumoniat, Eriterobac"ter a~roge~u, crwinia carolooora, alld tbe
otber is 3. m'~rine baeteriurri: Vibrio barveVi oC the ramily .l7brio~~~~e. :ro~
analysis oC the 6 origin sequences thett has been proposed a general structure'ror
,oriC, and in particular a co:s,ensus sequence of mini.o~iC. This wp.served
sequellee and structure is called an E. coli-type origin and it has'\he rollowing _
Ceatures.
Fig. 3. Structure or oriC \
The outer limits of or,iC are indic~ted by brackets. 'The highly conserved region
(broken line) believed to be essential for the initiation of DNA replication is included.
The outer limits of minid1al.or'igin (mini-orjC) are indi'eated by the ends of the thin line.
"Some restriction sites. and coordinates are given for orientation. B' membrane binding
sites (Jacq el al., 1983) are indicated by hatched bars. Promotors are indicated by' filled
bars. P16Kd is the mjoC promotor. Transcripts start at ~he 'base of 'the arrow. Open
reading frames for proteins are 'indicated by open bars. The 9 b~epeats acting as corc
Dn'0- prot.ein binding sites are shown as open arroWs. The specific DNA grrase binding
site with its center is also indicated. Numbers are base pairs from the BamHI site and
.
arc counted in clockwise orie.~tlltion. (Reprinted from H. Lother el al., t98&)
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In the mini-oriC region very few d'e!etions 0' insertions are found and lhe
,
Jew which occur are mostly between +20 hp to +60 hp i.t. at the lefl border of
mini-on·C. Tb, mini-odC is J!J ri ..h (56%), wilh an asymmetric nucleotide
. . ,
distribution. o\1ini-on'C «mtains co~~letely conserved regioD' and regions of
identical!~gth but of dirrerent sequenceS. The conSf'n-ed ~quent'e regions Ian nul
lol~rate i~sertioDs or deleti~~s nor ~an they tol.~;ate base substitution; the non·
C(ln~erved regions can tolerate base substitutions bu~ not..deletions or inS<'rtions.
{The forme~ c~nslitute recpgnilidh sequencr.s for the initiation p~oteins, e.g. DnaA,
~NA gyrase ao.d RNA polymerase, and B' membrane bindin~ SItes; the laller
sequences may funclion as ·spacers· (Marians, 198·1; tyskind tI ai., losa).
The most·important conserved sequence i~ 0: 9 bp repeat, TTATCCACA,
• called the dna~'box, which is thQ binding site for the DnaA protein, Four copies
or it are ~nd wi~bi: mini-oriC, a firth is located ne:u the -35 ~x of the ~ioC
promotor (Hansen 1'1 01-1982). As. discussed below, the DnaA protein is uniquely
~
v.tal in the initiation and regulation of replicaltnD from one. J .
Another important ronserv~ sequeot'e is lhe CAT.C dam.methylation site.
There are ~ conserved GATC sites in.the mini-onC tonsoosus sequence and il
appe:us at a high freque~cr in tbe promotor and regulation regions of the mioC
gene and the dnaA gene. Methylation of o~e or mor}of the'GATe sit~.in the.
, origin,is very irn,portant for its function, especially. in vivo. Messer d al. (1985)
-- .'.. . J '.'
and Smith 1'1 al. (lgS5)"have ijemonstrated that oriC~pltLSmidscan only' trallsfo~m
dam mutants at very low frequen;y or not at all. Possibly the fficthyiation' a.rrects _.
the'recognition/binding of the initiation pr6teins, Methylation of GATC sites in.'
.'
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the p'romotor/regulation region! ~r the miot\aod dnaA genes was round to
eD~ance. their expression (Braun and .wri,gh~U86i SchauZll et a7., 1987). B:aun
and Wright (1986) also suggest that dam meth~tion may'have a role in "rine-
"tuning" the e"pre~ion D,r dnaA d~ring the E. (o/-i cycle. Since the DoaA protein
controls replicat.io~, jts own ~ynthesis would also be tightly controlled .. They
~<op", that th' h'm'm'thyl.t' dn,'; "n, ',I,,, "rid"t'. t'""''''pti.. thob "\
the fully methylated gene, su~h that"hemimethylation resulting rro~ gene
du'plicati~n during replication would prevent an insta..htan~us doubliBg in the
rate of dnaA expr:ssion. .~
Clo" to th, I~t bo'd" within.;h! min0'c, ,L" i' a ,o."~,,d '",;on of'
_ -60 hp in length containing tht.lle 13-mers. This region is supposed to be involyed
:' in inter~~tion v.:ith DnaB prot'~iD~wl' the ~istance of Dll~' and Dn'~C .Pt;~.~ins
';complex (Messer, 1987),~'"
) '.'. .. ..
Recently, Schallzu et al. (HJ87)~con(irmed in vivo the existence of two
..t. ' .. '. -' " .. '
promotor,sy-'hich were found In ~it~o by 'Lo,t~er ~n.d ~~:s~~ ... I iJ!8.'::' ,~!th~~ •
mini..¢ri6.by 51 n'udease mapping: Pori-r aJKl. f~rt:l. Th.ey were .fouPftb st~rt.
diverg~n"t transcription irt vivo: leftward (o';-~~u'rlt~:rclockwisei at '~osition +178
for P~ri:; i~4 'rightward (clockwise) tI.t pOJitions :,,2'~4 '~:d,;'3~~ for P;ri,r,.·
. These transcrJpts were found to terminate a~er l't»-I~ b~es, a.t'l~rmi,natOTs
, designated yori-I ~nd Tori.;,~ditionalpromotor16r rightward transcriptiOn~ - • p \ '
within mini-oriC was recently located in the leWhalf of the mini-oriC (Junker et
..... . 'l.., ( .'.
at> 19S6.), !,ut its role Y'd existence have not been well recognized. For si~plie~ty
it is..not.included in Fig. 3.
. .
\ '
\
'"
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Tra,nscription proceeds countet-c!ockwis~ from the mioC gene promotor and
most tr~nscripts e~te~ or ev~ through mini-oriC(Junker dol" 1986; Schauzu
et al., 1987-). Tanaka and Hiraga (1985) replaced the mioC promotor witb the lat
promotor, and found that the lac·inducer ll-'TG induced..tr,anscripts that entered
mini-oriC and negat"\ely.rtlgulated DNA replication from oriC. Stuitje et af. ~
}19S.6"j, on..~he other hand, by ~~tc.ting the mioC ~romot?r sequences, ro~nd that
tr.~nsc~ipts entcr1ng mini.-criC positively regulated replication. Specifically, they
round that a terminator inserled to prevent the transcripts trom entering oriC
r~dueed the eopy n~mber of oriC-plB.Smids. When th'e dnaA box ip. the promotor'
was deleted, the transcripts e~teTing oriC ~ere not reduc~d significantly but the
copy number of oriC-plasmids was reduced .vcry obvio,us!y. These observations
suggest that the binding of DnaA protein to the dnaA box or th'e mioe gene is
essential to accomplish the actual."activation event, within oriC, and that the
.
negative result or Tanaka and Hiraga (1985) resulted (rom a lack or DnaA binding
(Stuitie, el ar., 1996)
\
The currently accepted view.is that of a ".positive action" by mioe
transcripts. As ror t~e mechanism or their (unction, there are two possibill~ies.
First, the transcripts may be used as primers to initiate the counter-cloFkwise
leading strand;,th..en the Pori-r or even pe~ha:ps ~n Okazaki assem~IY site, opened
- by th~ transcription rrom~ioC, would start the ?I0c..kwise leading st~aDd: III this-
cas~, Pori-I would o.nly runction as a backup promotor fOf m(oC, a p~stbility
·w~ould explain the low level o} replication o~ailled when the mioC gene WM
deleted. The other possibility is that the transcripts fro\n mioC a'Ctivate oriC by
.'" ' r l · ..
/
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_op~ning' tlie double strands, possibly faCilita.tiDl:Dn&A binding (Scha~zu et al.,
1987). In this case, the pr:mers for the-two lea. "ng strands w~tliesized
from Pon"·r and P~n'-I, respectivel}".
Initiation may involve DNA gyrase, DoaA, DoaB, Dna-C, DnaG proteins an~
RNA polymerase. The most.important feature of in vivo ini~iation of DNA
replication {rom oriC is that it is DnaA-dependent and protein synthesis-
,
dependent (Lark et fit, 1963) and there is a requirement for RNA polymerase
The function of.,O:iC involves I,wo steps: to open the do?bJ; stran~s and to begin
to synthesize the leading strand~. The mechanism of initiation i1Ivolves many
initiation proteins. BefeTe initiation, gyrase may be needed to introduce negative
su·percoiG to facilitate the binding of DoaB/DnaC to the DnaA, DNA complex
, ,
(Funnell eI al., Ig87) and ~ould beeon~jnuoUslY required to release the stresS of
po~jtive supercoUs-produced by continuou~ unwinding durin'S: replication (J:3aker et
"al., 1987), DnaA.prQtein binds cooperatively, to the 4 dnaA boxes within the
. I· .
mini-oriC and forms a multimeric comple' (Fuller et 01., 1984»Fuller eI ai,
(1984} examined DnaA protein binding :y footprinting and suggested<tbat tbe
complex contains 20-40 monom~rs of DnaA protei~ with the DNA wound around'
in a specific way. This is consistant with the supposition of Funnell et ai, (1987)
inferred from the size measurement oUbe d.iameter of the DoaA·oriC complex..
Afterwards, DnaE protein may join the DnaA protein in a reaction deperident OD
Dnae protein aDd apparently binds to a 50 bp conserved region coutaiDing three'
13-J!le~s close to the left border as deduced from studies iDvolvi,llg in vitro
assembly (Funnell'et al., 1987). Tbe,histone·like·HU proteiD assists the initiation
./
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(Baker tl al., 1987). Funn:h d aI."{HI87) suggl!!>l that the HU protein as well as
tbe'temp~aiure may cause the topological change enabling an alignment of DNA
in which the preprimiog proteins pr.oduce an active complex.
-.J
The in vivo DNA replication rro~ on'C at the very earliest "Stage is
commo!lly accepted as being uDidir~tioDal, and the Iltst DNA strand 5YDthesi~td
~ the counterclockwjse leadiog strand. The electron micr~pi('; observation by
J .
" .....¥,oshimal? d al., (108~ of early replication intermtdiat~ of an oriC-plasmid
which.contained the integral on'C-region, provide evidence for such asymmetric'
rePli~ation from Ute integral oriC region at an ea~me. B~~er et al,: {I9S7J,
~owev~r~OUPd.lb.at the in vitro replication is different. By electron .microscopic
observatio\ of the initiation complexes o.f oriC·plasmids esta.blished in'vilro with
dirrerent' initiation proteins, ui~~ found that the DonD protein fuoctio~as a'
b.Ii.",., ""h,g bidi,,,,'i,,,1 "".',di,g ,r 'b. p''''',1 str,,<J,. \Vb" p,im..,. . i, .
and DNA polymerase mare present.together with DuB and-gyrase in the COtrett
propo"rt-ions, the in vitro replication is-bidirectional. Maybe bidirettional
replicatioe. is eshblisbed simply by joining prima.se and DNA polymerase Ul to
-J" 8 " ,
~be DnaS'proteins which are worki!!!. in ncb direction_ Baker d ai_ (I08il also
suggest a reasoD for the dirferenee in ori~ntatiO'll between the in vilJO a.nd in vilro
. "plioatio", ;;; moo: 'ho ',merip'i" from ,b. m;.vpromo'" i"bibi~ 'b.
rightward priming, but 1n~ the in vilrystem RNA polymerase is absent an4 the .
'.mioC promotor ~s alsO absent from &e oriC·plasmi,d. .
In addition to the observation that DoaS unwinds bidirectionally~ Saker el
at_ (1087) also found that when unwi~diog by DbaS is allowed to precede,priming
·': .•( , ... , c.' , ..,.,., ." ."," """."':-""·,"·,h''''''
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and DNA synthesis, primase and the polymerase Ql boloenzymedo not exhibit a
prefl)l"ence fOt starting at oriC; T.hus it appears that the DoaA~DDaB;Q~aC
compJ~x is responsible fOt the specificity of initiation at oriC in replication.
Recently, Seufert and Messer (HI87) found that the DoaA protein can
substitute for protein i to initiate replication of pEfR322 and several other
plasmids, or to stimulate replication of prasmidi l' ously consider,d.to be dhaA
independent. When t~e ;ormal priming ~te is eleted from pBR322 but the DonA
protein binding site remains, the OnILA protein becomes es,s'ntLaI ror" replication.
There is no analogous priming site (n' site) in the vicinity of oriC(Stuitje eI al.,
. .
IQS4j, so Seufert and Messer (lgS7) suggested tba~ the DnaA protein directs
DnaB, Dnay aDd DnaG (primnse) proteins to tbe dnaA binding site to form a. pre-
replisome and start primmg for DNA synthesis, That is to s,ay, tile DoaA pro~ein
may function as a nUcl~ation protein for assembling the pre-r~lisomecomplex
and is capable of functioning on many dirferent origins and the pte-replisome is
rcspon~bl~ fot tbe priming of both the ~eading strand and th~ lagging strand
(Seurert aDd Messer, H186, 11'7),
1.3. TH"E REGULATION OF INITIATION AT oriC
The replication properties or oriC-plasmids have been extensively studied,
based on the idea that their characteristics may rerlec't the mechanism and control
of the cbromosomal DNA rl?plication. As mcntioned above, this expectation bas
heed supported by Dumerous nndi,ngs' tbat oriC-plasrnids require a number 'of the
same gene products for initiation of r$plication as the chro~,osome,On the other
hand, it has also been found that oriC-plasmids are present in higher copy
18
numbers than the chromosome and are not stably ffi:1intained (Leonard and.
\
i':
t.,..
HelmstetteJ, 1986). HC!wever, oriC·plasmids were found to replicate
synchroDou~ly witb the chromos~me.in expOnential-phase culture a~d Leonard
/ and Hel~.~tter (UJ86j and Helmstetter and Leonard (IOSi) hav~ suggested that
this-is because their replication frequency is governed by the same mechanism
Helmstetter and heonarC:l (1087) suggest,l,hat this is so even with an oriC-plasmid
which c~ntains only 327 hp of the oriC region, which implies that the inroTlnatio~
in the mini-oriC;s enough fat control ~be timlllg of.the initm.tion of nNA
replication. r
Minicbrom~mes have~ heen used to study the incompatibility -
properties of oriC. P]Mmi&the same:type, that is, plasmids from the same CJ
compatibility group, are unable to coeX'ist in the same bactet'ial cell, The
'mechanism for tbis incompatibility is related to the regulation of plasmid copy
,
Dumber. Stuitje et al. (1086) demonstrated that oriC is responsible for the'
iDcompatibility obs~rved between l)1'i~-plasmids. Two se<fuences, incA and incB,
were found to be responsible for this feature. A pBR322 plasmid d~rjvalive,
carrying both a 210 bp seqU8'Dce. overlapping the promotor of the mfoC gene
(incB) and the mini-DriC reg~on. (incA), uhibits strong incompatibility towards
other oriC-plasmids: According to Stuitje el of. (1086); the expression of iIICA.
requires'lranscriplion into mini-orie, and the role of incB in i~compatibility is
the titration of DuaA protein by binding to the mioe dnaAbox, with RNA
. ..
polymerase fa~i1itating·the titration. Thus the cond.itions for expression of
incompatibility are nearly the same as the regulation of initiation. Perhaps they
,
are two phenor.nena of one single event.
\
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The stability of the minichromosome depends both on the copy number
(Stuitje el al., 19S6) and the partiti~n characteristic (Lf!bner-Olesen eI at... IgS7).
The latter may d~epend~both on the membrane bindi~tes;n oriC(Jacq el al.,
lQS3j and also on the size and conformation of the minichromosome 'Which may
influence the tightness of its binding to the membrane. What determines the copy
n,umber is not yet clear. It will be a functioo of the interval time between two
initiations, which may in turn be decid~d by the time required ror oriC. •
~
met.hylation and for gyrase to introd~ce negative supercoils (Atlung d at., IgSi).
'.As ror the regulation or t,he replic~tion per 8t, it is not yet pa"ssible to
synthesize a clear picture. DnaA protein is apparently the key factor in
controlling tlie cell.cycle. Atlung eI al. (lgS7j cODside~ that the DnaA protein is a
. "\
good candidate ror the initiator in the -initiator accumulation- or
. . ,
"autorepressor" model (Sompayrac and Maal<;6e, Ig73). There are s,everal reasons
for thls·bend. FirstlY,:4he DnaA protein is specifically reqUired for initiation of
/. ,
replication from oriC. Secondly,'tbe dnaA gene is negatively autoregulated
(Hansen et ai" Ig!7; Kafberer et al., 19S6),. (In this case, the DnaA protein is both•.
the initiator and also the autorepressor, a modification of .lhe, original Sompayrac
and Maal,;,e model). Thirdly, Wben temperature-sensitive dnaA mutants are
grown at intermediate temperature, i.e. when the DoaA.protein is partially
inactive, initiationJ!:!rts 2.t a decreased ori~in/mass ratio resulting in decreased
oriC-plasmid copy number (Ly~ett tl all, HISO), wbile a cold-sensitive mutant ha"s
.an increased ratio ~t low tem~erature (Kellenberger-Gujer el a.l., Hl78J. These
observations mean that the activity of DnaA protein can alter the origin/~ass /
)',. (
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ratio at initiatioD, Experiments by Atlung et al. (1087j"sbow that overproduction
of DnaA protein (obtained w"ith plasmids carrying the dnaA gene coding sequence
under tbe control of the beat-inducibl~pL p;omotorJ induced overinitiation. for
minicb~mes, tbe copy number incr~; tor the chromosome, the gene
dOSa.~~ the oripe is increased, eveo thougb tb~ overall ratio o'f DN~/cell .
. \
mass does oot alter. The overinitiation occu~ very rapidly after the induction but
~ben the i~itiation freque'ncy reduces to nearly norm~l. This suggests th.1t the
l coocentr;tion of DoaA protein also determines ~b: ratio of oriC/cell mass at
, initiation,
The mechanism by wbich the DoaA protein r:gulates initiation by bin(l.ib~
to-t,he mioC ·/naA bel: is still Dot well uuderstood ..>1aybe it involves the
interaction between the DnaA protein aod RNA poI7me~ase, since dnaA boXH are
" )
found close to the mioC promotor and al~ dose to the Pori-I and Pori-r .
promotors (see Fig. ·31. 'yhat is more, some rpoB (coding for the RNA polymerase
# subunit) m~3tions were found to be able to suppress a dnaA mutation wbich,
according to Bagdasarian d al. (IOn), suggests the physiul interaction between'
these two gene pr.oductS. The experiment by Stuitje d ai, jl086j.Oows that t..he
bindiog of DoaA protein to the d~aA box n'ear the promotor of .the mioC gene ~
essential for the activating tt30;cription to occur, but.higher c'!ocentr3tions
inbibit tb': tr8oscriplioI!. Rokeacb :loud Zyskind (1086) fouod that both incrensed
and decreased levels or intracellular DoaA protein dectlased the transcripts into
orip, These observ.a~ionsl together with the fact thaJ...lhe dnaA gene ~s
autogen:uslYregulated, provide us with'an autoregt8tory, homeostatic ~ontrol
model of DNA replication by DoaA protein. .
21
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The. transcription from the mioe promotor into mini-oriC is responsive,to
changes in the intfll.cellular concentratio of otber transcription and replication
factors a~d ppGpp (guanosine 5'-diPhosphat~2'(~'}-diphosphate)(,okeach and
Zyskind, 1(86). Tb.f:,.promotor of mioC( has fe sam.e cons::~ved regibn as the
stable RN.A promoters which are responsible for the stringent resppnse (Travers,
1984; Lamond and Travers, HI8S}. The signi{kance to replication of stti~gent
regulation of a transcript required fot initiation is that in the stringently regulated
~mal system, promot~r PI is also undei' gro~th.rat~dependentcon~, ----
(Deneer and Spiegelman, HJ87). Growth rate re~ulation of the mioe transcript
could provide a mechanism whereby the rate of chromosomal1uplication would
be' couplEd to·the growth rate. An additional way of coordinating replication with
tunscription and translation in E. coli may rely on the organization of operons
. such as the rp".dnaG.rpoD macromol;cular sfnthesis operon, an operon ytbich
.. .
cQ.ntaiils genes involved in translation (rps), transcr.iption (~~}A.nd replication
(dflIlC) (Lupski, dill., 1984). The coupling of genes into such operons would also
contribute to the coordinatio~or replication and overall celrular growth..
1.4. E. coli IS CURRENTLY THE BE~OST FOR CLONING
FUNCTIONAL ORIGINS \ /:
E. coli is 4- very ·nexible organism for D~A replication. Ap:ut hom oriC, the
E. coli chromosome contain.s several other potential origins, which are repressed
,
u.nder normal conditions. So-called stable DNA replicatiop. (.sdr) mutations were
found when oriC was deleted or ~hen dnaA and/or rnh (Ribonuclease HI
. mutants were grown under non· permissive conditions (Kogo~a, LQS6). The sdr
22
replication is DnaA-indeIfjldent and proteip synthesis-independent (Kogoma and
Mc;'enburg, IQS3l. Massy tI at. (1084), by analyzing tbe relative c~py numbers of
various ge~es aound-rhe chromosome in exponentially growing i3drA mutant celts
with or withou.t the on"C s'ite, found the locations for several sd~ initiation sites'
oril, oriX And 2 or Jon/( siles. Among lhest> potential 'origins. ani)' o,.jj WllS'
known to b"e the origin of a defective p~op·hage, rae (Di:il'1t-~L 1\);'9; Kniscf alld
Murray, 1910); the rest are sequences of ullkn~n otigi~. Topoisomerase I, Ht}
protejn and RNase H are proteins which normally repress replication from origins
other than on"C (Kogoma, 1986; Ogawa, 1985).
Many plasmids (of dirrcrcnt in.compatibility groups-I, viruses and
,,". . . .
autonomously replicating sequen~es lARS) can be replicated ill E. coli, involving
many differentt'htechanisms oC initiation and replication. Thu:, it is not strange
that the ~. coli chromosome has so many potential initiation sites, since any
sequence with sufficient homology to one of these origins ma.y constitute a
potential origin. E. coli is also r1exible in its transcription system. Genes from
the Gram ~~sitive bacterium Bacillus subli{is can be expre!lsl!d in E. coli,
whereas B 8ubltllll d~es not express most genes from E coil or other Gram
posltlve organisms (Dubnau, 1083) Cbe enzyme systems In E colr demonstrate a \
great fleXIbility, pOSSibly to mcrease Its nbihty to adapt to different sltuatlODS' As ')
will be discussed in section 1.7, E. coli cal).e)jpress cloned mycoplasma genes. The
."
conse~vation observed in transcription systems is encouraging to people searching
for possible conse_tion between the two replication systems. ·In addition to
, -transcriptional and replicational flexibility, E. coli is a well-studied organism It
."'--
....
.-
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is easy to -t-ransform. It has many ~ell-cbaracteritedstrains with dirreren.l'
phenotypes and ipaoy wel~-establishedvector-host systems availahWfor different
~. cloning purposes. Except for the .E. coli origin itself. 5 origins from 5 other' Gram
'n~gative bacteria have been expressed in E. coli, including onl! from a
taxonomically distinct marine bacterium {see section.1.2.l.
1.5. THE ode OF Bacillus 8ubtilis
, -
Except fot E. co/i'-the most extensively studied bacterium is B. subtili8, a
. . ,"
Gram positive bacterium whose origin regio~ bas been identified and sequenced.
From the sequ~nce of the origin region, 6 open reading frames (ORF) h~ve heen
dnduced. The 6 ORFs have homology to 6 genes in tbe (lp..Jn(lA.gyr:B region.of
the E. coli'chromosome nod thcy' ~re organized in the Sl1~~ order (Ogasawara et
al., iQS5). Based on this homology tpe O'ORFs round in B. Bub/iliB have been
. , .
designated: 'mpA.', 'rpmH', 'dnaA", "dnaN', "reeF', 'gyrB', On two
regulation regions rJallking the dnaA gene, there arc 9 fllld 4 dna.A boxes, ,·.hich
are snpposed to be ~art or ,two origins in the B. 8ubtilis chromosome
(Ogo.sawara, 1986). In E.. ct;Jli, the mini-oriC, with 4 dnaA boxes, has apparently
been translocated 44 Kb. away trom this region. Thus t.h~ origin ot B, subtilis is
c.onsidered to be a more primordial origin than that of-E. wli (Ogasaw~QB6).
Lcvi~.e :1 al. (1987) radioactively labelled 1-he part of the B. sublilis
chromosome that replicates !irst in a sy'ochroltous rouod or DNA replication and
.. "
the ~sults suggest th!l.t thf! B. subtilis chromosome may contain ~wo origins.
" . However, their ~x:act.roles in vivo during norm!!] replication is not k-nown. ·The.
origin'region of 11. sub/ilis cannot be resc~ed as 3D ori£?-plasmid even in B.
. ~
.\.'
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$ubtili" itself (D.~au, pers.comm~). The apparatus of E. coli aDd B. "ublili"
replica.tion demonstrated somt homolo~ The dnaA genes afe highly bomoloKOus
between these two hacteria (Ogasawara, d al., IgSSI and the 9yrA glOol' from B.
sub/iii" Clln complement a gyrA mutant of f:. coli (Lampe and Bott, )Q8S).
l.O. MJ;;THODS USED FbR CLONlN<1 CHROMOSOMAL
ORIGINS
Pba~}, and F' plasmid were used initially to isolate the origin of E. coli so
as to cbaracteri!c its.organization: Miki et al. (lg78} successruliy isolated the
origin of E. coli using phage ;\. The basic principle is tbo.t the) ge.Dome is inserted
lnt~ the chromosome in, the vicinity pf the origin and then a series of },
. transducing strains Ilre· isolated .....hich $an tr:lDsduce various markers lOCated in
this region. Restriction enzyme digestion of these )" st~aios rele.1Sed 11 fragment
wh~h, by self-ligalion and transformation into "a suitable host. formed an
auto~mously replicatio'g plasmid. Curreotly, tbere are .1 types of ve-rlors used
for th~ .:Ioning of a fuoctional origin, i.e. to clone the origin b)' expressing it.
The first vector system is a marklr-rescue system. In this system tbe orilin
to be cloned ~omes the vector. The principle of this system is that potential
origin fragments are ligated with a marker (antibiotic r~istance) gene. The bybrid
DNA is lunsformed into host cells which are then plated on selective medium for
the marker:aod ooly nn origin-conl3ioing transrorma~1lgrow. Plasmids
extracted hom the traosformants llre Hk~ly to consist of II croDed functional origin
ligated.~o tbe marker gene· which ilsel( is not capable of autonomous replic,ntion.
With this method, Diu et al. .'1978) successively cloned the on'J origin of E. coli
,
.'
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K-12 using an a~picitiiD resistance marker gene and Zyskind el al. (1979) cl;'ned
the OTiC or of Salmonella typhimurium using ~ kanamyc.in re,s,istance marker
gene.
The second vector system is for cloning a single strand initiation site (551
site) (see section 1.1). This SSI-c1oning vector is an M13 derivative; .M13~E101, r
which has a large deletion in its complementary strand origin with an EcoRl
cloning site replacing tbe deletion. It is "defective in replication from the siogle-
~tranded (orm to the double-stranded form (about 1/20 its norm~l activity), and
cIn only (orm"tiny plaqu:cs. When an SSt fragment is inserted into the EcoRl
sit-e, its replication activity will be Tj!Storea and large plaques are formed. With
,
this vector, several 551 have been cloned, including 551 from bacteriophages C4
and fXI74, the plasmid GotEl, the E. toli chromosome and. even one from. a'
regiqn of the h:1J operon from S. typhimurium (Ray, d-{J/.; IgS2; Nomura, et al.,
1082}. It is ~!lmed t.bat any Okazaki primosome assembly site can function as
an 551, so any organism whic:. has a similar -mechanism and apparatus as E. toli
should contain sequences ca.pable of restoring efficient replication to MIJilEIOl.
Th~. third vector isopMK2004, a d~ri.vative of pBR322, which has three
"\ .
antibiotic' resistance markers and whose replication depends on DNA polymerase
I. In a po/A host, pMK2004 can Dot replicate unler:1n on"C rragment is inserted
into it. There is a posSibility, nowever, tba.t the restoratloD of repli~atioD results
',' \ .
~rom tbe"insertion of.a polA gene which compensates for the 'host mu~atloD, so a
further selection for s~nsitivity of the transro~mants to methylmethane s!llpbonate
is ncccessay to demonstrate" that the host cell is still po/A. Ta.keda et a/. (1982)
.,"
. ,;~
...
successfully used pMK2004 ~ dODe the oriC of 1'1 plant pathogen, ErWinia
caroIOl'~ra, in It: coli,
Among these three currently used vector systl'ms, the marker.~escu~ system
is the simplest und the most straightforward one. My-aim was to clont' a
runct~onaJ oriC'. SQ the rnarkl'r·res('ue doning me~hod was c~oos('n.
1.7. MYCOPLASMA IS A DIVERGENT GROUP WITH
UNIQUE ·CH~ACTERIST;CS .
Mycoplasmas, belonging:to the.~lass i\lollicutes, are the smallest"and the
si~ipJC'St self replication prokaryotes. Th~ have' the smallest genorn;:si;e 3mong
self replication organisms with as little a molecuJa~ weight as 500 M Dalton of
DNA (Morowitz, Hl7GI, which may code 'for approximately 650 tLstrons, very close
. .
to the theoretic-ally estima~ed min~.numbef(approximately 4(0) of essential
proteins for II. free-living microorganism (l\lorowitz. 1067, 108~1. Because of tile
small genome size it is ~ot strange til at m10PIasmas have complex nutritional
requirements and are poor in energy-yil'lding mec~ani~ms. T~ey 1I~\'e a rjt.r;cted
numher of ribosomal RNA cis.tr~" lrllnsrer,RNA spefi~ and,11 lim-itl'd ".umber 0(.,
modified bases in their tRNAs (for review, see.sliwbridge and Refr, 1070 and
Razin, HI8S). The dependence of mycopl3smas on compll'x growth media .and \ ..
their poorly defin'ed ~etabolic pathways have hnmpere~ the silection or
auxotropic mutants. The lack of Knowledge of their genetic'sJlwm, lack of
practical research melhod have prevented geoetic studies on mycoplsmas.
/1
.Mycoplasmll. genoffil.'S generally have a very low G+C content. Witlr the exception
,
of Mycop'lasma pneumoniae nod some Anaeroplu8mu 5pp., the G+C values of.all
/;
~ . \..
be inv.ariant in other prok.aryotes show signific.ant variatiQtls in mycoplASmas
("Iaese, 1087). Becausc.£Jf the difficulties in the 'application of classical genetic
te.cbn.iques to, and i~ tbe t~ansformlltjo~-or,myeopll1S~as, their gene~
/
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my~~plasma!l, particularly t~ose of -bovine and' caprine origi~, exhibit vatuesj ,\,-
IO\~ as 24 mol% (Razin and Tully" 1983) ~.alues which are slightly lower than he
theoretical minimum of 26 mol% G+C required to code ror proteins with a
~ormal amino acid composition (Elton, IIJ73; .R~ge~s, et aI., 1984). DNA-DNA
hy.bridization between mycoplasmas and eUbact!~t~has showl! very little •
homology, a feS'ul&whicb was instrument.al·in pu~g an end lo the heated
. .
, controvers.y centered around the notion that mycoplasmas are lrphase variantS of
present day eubacteria fRuin, 1969). The data from DNA·DNA hybridization
be,\.een different species of the group have alSo indil(.ate~ wide genetic l
d,' ,
heterogeneity ot the~ycoplasma.s as a w<hole, and a mlP-kcd hHoogeneity within
some estlblished. genera. (~azin, HJ6Q; Sugino, et al., 1980; .Aulakh, et at., 1083).
The discovery tha.t these organisms are generally poorly endowed with repair
t> • • ,.
mecha.nisms for ultraviolet light damaged DN;\ (Ghosh, et 01., 1077) and thei~,
~ntked heter,ogeneity has resulted in·the" idea that they are a.rapidly evolvi~g
<<o"P (W,,,!, 1987). B,~"",,.or 'b". on;,", r.~t""aoYm;;<ob;,log;,,, ,.K,
mycoplasmas to be distin?tive and highly ullusual bactllria that a.re distantly
related to eubacterill.. Tb~ sequence analysis of 55 rRNA and 105 r~genes,
however, suggests that t~ey t:re Gram ~ositiv: bacte~a (Rogers, el aI., 10'85,
~a.:s'!lus.sen, et al., 1087). Despite their apparent.ly mundane genealogy, the r~NAs
of m'ycoplasmas ~re derinitely unique. Mycopl~ma rRf:lA sequences change more
rapidly than those of eubacteri.a. ~ore importantly, certain positions th~t tend to
J)
t ,>'
'c techniques to, and in the transformation of,
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mycoplasmas, their genetics ~ not well u.nderslood. Limited Work has been do~e
with sever/ll species, but it does rIOt neccessarily melln that the results can. be
applied to~other spet'ies ~ithin lhis gro'!.
A small amount of research relating to DNA melabo~;~m hp.s bl"cn d01l1.' with
some ~p~cics other than M. prieumdfliat. Extrachromosomal circular "duplex DNA
molecules were faun? to exist in som~_Mycopl(lsma species l~lorowilz. ~1{l6gJ, and
thes~ plasm ids arc cryptic and n~ncti_on has (IS yet ~e~n assif?ned to thc'"fl'
Recl!nt'searches, however, have failed to confirm the presence or plasmids in
Mycoplasma spec.~~s IR. Herrmann, p.eTS. comm.).
- Memb~ane attachme,nt of DNA replication has been r~ported .lSm\th and
Hanawalt, I068l as has the general DNA'rep~ir capacity of the organisms (Ghosh.
" 01, 107n· Althou,h w~, ""\bl,;,tiUO '"'01.,,,, ,..,:,ro~n'lioo h~?
rc~orted, the transformation efficency is too low to be used as a roUtttte tool (5.
Rot~em, pers. comm.). Several Spiroplasma species have been found to contain
three DNA polymerase activities (Charron. eI al., 1081); rrom AI. prale nod M. .
hyorhinis, onl}' a single activity has been reported (Mills, eI al., 1077). The DNA
polymerase act.ivity puriried by BoX"er aqd. Korn (1070) froin M. orale appeared to
contain only a single peptide and was devoid of exo. and endo.deoxyribonuclease
. ,
(DNase) activitl~s. Since the fidelit.y of this enzyme resembles' that of E. coli, the
nature of proof-reading in mycoplasmas is not. clear.
In 1082, Nicolau and Rottem obrained expression of a p..lactnmase gene in( . .
f ,] 1
I. 2'
pBR322 INjeotau, and Rottem, HI82). The expression of cloned ,mycoplasma genes
in E. coli has heen demonstrated using either monoclonal antibodies or polyetonal
antisera (Mouches, et al., 1984; Kawauchi, et al.,'lgS6; Trevino, tl ai., 1986). This
indicates that th~ E. coli tr~nscription and translation machinery can r~cogDi~e
the promotor and translation' con~rol sequences of mycoplas~~ D~A. This implies
. • that the transcription and translation apparatus is conserved despite the dive~gent
<l- rO!ution that has occurred.. Howevef: none of these experiments have heen
perrormed with M. pneumoniae.
Th'c mycoplsmas are a·~.~netically divergent group and our knowle~ge a.bout
their molecular genetics is incomplete. Tbe taxonomic distance between, E, coti· .!t
\ and M. pneumoniae is relatively large and it is pQSsible that despite the
ob'servations discussed in ~e preceeding paragraph, the M. p,neumoniae origin
might not be expressed in ~. coli. However, the possibilityWthere being an ARS
') "
from mycoplasma DNA that could function in E. coti can Dot he ruled out on
theoretieal grounds, It any ARS could be obtained, that sequence might give us
,.
some informatio.D a~out the replication of mycoplasmas, If no ARS can be
. -.
obtained, this result wou~lso give us some idea about.the evolutionary distance .J
betv.'een E'loli and mycoplasrl,~,~~ .the_degree or' conservation of replication
mac.binery~nd sequences across.such distances.
"
The teaso~WhY the particular species M. pneumoniae was used 3,S tbe -
subjed of this i('lstigatioo is that M, pneuriwnioe is a pathogen or hum~ns and
animals that ba\. beelxtensivelY stu'died both physiologIcally and biocbemicall~,
I~ddition, M. p'neumon.ioe shares'with other Mycoplasma (and Ureapl~Bma)
. "'" -... .
i'
In addition, M. plleumo:r1iae shares wit' other Mycoplasma land~Urtapla8mal
spp. the smallest genome size known among self-replitatingorganisms lO.8x106
hpj, (Morowit~, 1916). Identifying its origin a.nd studying its rep!ication apparatus
will help us to build a replication model involving fewer complexities than in the
\ 30
eubActerial systems currently under study and perhaps determine the minimal
essential genes needed for DNA rt!plieation in a self.replicating organism.
c
1MATERIALS AND METHODS
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2.... MATERIALS
All the restriction enzymes used were purcbas"ed (rom GIBeO/BRL ....ife
Tecb~ologies, Inc., Burlington, Ontnrio. The T4 DNA ligase, SAP, BSA, pBR322
and DNA electrophoresi~ standards were also purchased-from BRL. The ATP,
agarose, ampicillin, kanamycin, tetracycline, bromphenol blue, EDTA,"EGTA,
Ficoll, glycerol, IY,sozyme, polyetbelene glycol (PEG) 8000, polyvinyl.pyrollid?ne,
proteinase K, RNase A, spermine, 5DS, lris-base (Trisma)-a.nd"tRNAs. were all
purchased from Sigma Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO, eSA. Isopropanol,
isoamyla1cohol, xylene cranol, and urea were purchased from BOH Chemicals,
Dartmouth. Nova Scotia. Ditbiotheitol (DTT). Triton X-IOO, :u:r~lamide,
bisacrylamide and ..TEMED were obtained from Bi~Rad Laboratories (Canada)
Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario. Formamide was from Fisher Scientific, D~rtmoutb,
Nova Scotia.·CIP was purchased from Boehringer Mannbeim, Dorval1.Quebec.
Microbiologicd. media Colmponenls were purchased fro,m DiCco Laboratories (SOH
Chemicals, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia). DE-a! cellulose ion exchange paper was
purchased from Wbll:tman Ltd" Maidstone, EDgland. Sepbadex G-~O (line) was
purcbased from Pharmacia (Canada)lne., Dorval, Quebec.
.. ' '. I'
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The purchased Km' gene fragment [Pharmada (Canada) Inc" Do~nl,
t',.~ Qu.ebecl w~ obtain1d as & purifi~ fragment coota'ioiog Ec~RI ·sticky' ends".
The Km' gelleJragmeot which was prepared>tby author rr~m pllKn (s«tion ~l .
was completely dige!lttd_~~tI: £CoRt and recovered from a low temperature
7eltieggel .. de...ibed in ",:~n ~.3".1.
OJ
...
I
2.2. GROWTH OF CELLS
\.2.1. STRAI~SOF CELLS
1I The sources, relevant geDotYp~ and references for the E. coli, M~copl~8ma
spe'cics and plllSmids used in t?ese e~perimeDts are lisl~d in Ta,bles 1, Table 2 and
Table 3 respectiv,ely.
Table 1. STRAINS OF E. coli K·12
Strain Ge~otype Source
RRI f;pro, leu, thi, lac Y,' Rodriquez
hs4R, hsdM, aTa14, ga/2, and Tait (IQBal
ryl~, mtl1, 8upEU
cndor .
RL108 F+, leu, mel, ',,;:
m.l;+' leI', reeA/5,
Hin('S and R:l.y
IIgao)
StraIn
Tabh: 2. MYCOPLAS~t-\ SPECIES
Source"
Mycopla8mn pneumoniae FH
M. fermenlan.~ PC-IS
M. galliscplicum PG-31
I M. argini~j G 230
M. F. Barile3
M. F. Barile"
AT<;'Cb '
ATCCb
.
a.. 1.1., F. l3arile, Food and Drug Adminlltration. Bethlllda.
Maryland, 20205 USA.
R.ference; O'Brien et al. (1981)
b. "Tee: Amnfeu. Type Culture Collttction. Roc)::vllh.
Nar11aud. USA.
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Table 3. PLASMID SPECIES
Plasmid
pUC12
pBR322.
,UKn
pOX
pOY
Relevant genotype
Apr, lacZ a-comp!l'meot
fragment
Apr, Tet'
y<mr, ApT
Km'
Km'
..
Reference
Viei~a and
Messing (t9S2)
Sutcliffe (1978)
This thesis
This thesis
Tbisthesis
/
)
,
,/
2.2.2. MFJ)lA AND GROWTH CONDITIONS
:I.i:2.~. Mycoplasma pneumonjae •
A. Standard MycopluIna Medium (SMM): Stand:Lrd mycoplasma'
medium (Wbit~omb, lQS3) consisted of 1.5% mycoplasma broth base (BBL. Fisher
Scientific, Dartmoutb, Nova~'Scotia),supplemeDledwith 6.002% phenol red (Flow \
Laboratories, Inc. Burlington, Ontario), 0.5 % glucose, 500 U/ml penicillin {Flow
Laborntorica.lnc., Burlington, Ontario), 10% yeast extract solution (2~%,
OffiCe/BRL"Life technologies, Ine., BurlillgtoD, Ontario.), 20% fetal calf serum
(Bocknek, BDH Cbemicals, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia), pH 7.5. Final mcdium was
prepared by tbe aseptic addition of remaining compOnClllS to a 2.2% solution of
I
broth base that bad been titrated to pH 1'.7 and autoclaved.
B. Mycoplasma W&8~.lutlon:0.25 M NaCl, 20 mM N3.2HP04-HCI'pH
1:0, l~ roM Mt2S04
. "
T
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c. Growth and Har~e8tin8or Mycoplasma plleumoniae cells:
21·
P'ltu~oniae cultures were grown in tissue culture nasks or the appropriate size
(GlBeO/BRL Lire technologies, Inc. BUrli~gtoll, Ontario). Starter cultures or to
mls of SMM wet'e inoculated with 100 $II of ce'll stock stored tl.l _80°C hd,.
incubated at 37°C rOt about three days until mid-log phase (medium yellow.
. .'/..
otange-in colour), Log-phase stafier cultures were used to inoc.ulate 90-LOO, ~Is or
medium. Cells adhering to the surface of .the flask were removed l;>y gentle
shaking and'with a sterile rubber scraper. Cultures were incu~ate.d at'l7oC until
mid-log phase (mrdium yelJow-or.ange in ~olourl.
The cells were collectlld. at 4°C ~Y centrifugation at 12000 x' grOt 20
minutes, washed twice with mycoplasma wasb solution, :lOd once with TE (50/10)
(50 rn..\1 T~is-HCI pH 7.5,10 rnM EDTA). WaShed cells were resuspended. in
about 40 ~l TE (SO/iO) and transferred to a 1.5 ml microfuge tube. A;.t additional'
1 ml of T~ (50/10) was used to rinse the cenhifuge tube aod tbe two suspensions
were combined. Cells were washed twice more witb TE (50/101, resuspended in
. r
100 ",I TE; (&0110) and rr~zen at ~,20oC.
2.2.2.2. Ea'cherich'ja coli
A. Growth at E. coli tor Plaamld Extraction: Bacteri'a were grown
overnight to stationary phase in' Luria Broth (!trated to pH 7,5 instead of pH 7.0)
(Miller, 197'2) s'lJPPle~ented Wit~ glucose (0.2~ and antibiotics apprcpriate for
. .
the plasmid. Cultures were sbaken at 37°C until they reached the stationary
phllSe. In tbese expeti(~t.be final cone,entrations or. kaOa~Ycin., arpieHlin and
tetflL.~ycline were resne\tively 40pg/ml, SOpg/ml and 20",g!ml.
~
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.2.3. DNA PURIFICATION METHODS
2.3:1. MATERlALS
1'£ ~uffer. (to/I): 10 mid Tds-He! pH B.a. 1 mM EOTA
TE/SDS buffer: 0.1$ SOS. 10 mN: Tril-HCl pH 8:0,
1 ~ EDT".
a SDS in TEE 11 SOS. 60 mK Tria-Hel pH 8. 10
mM EDTA. 2 mid EGTA
RNase A buffer: 10 mg/lIll ··Ribollt.l.clea8t A (RNase A)
:C~. ~HM4::~i:a:::t::e~oo~o ~:rmY
10 !Din, and atored at -20°C.
Proteinase K: 20 mg/~l. in TE / SDS. incubated
'~t 30°C for ona hour and stored
a.t -BOOC.
KP blifter: 10 mY potasilium phosphate pH 7.0.
160 mY NaCl. -
TEH buffer: 10 mY Tria-Hel pH 7.6,. 1 mY EDTA,
10 mY HaCl.
DNA 1I'&eh solution: 1.6 M"NaCI. 1 mY EDTA, 20 mY Tris-
",91 pH 7.4.
Is.opropanol.
The wasb,d M. pneumoniae cells pr.llpared according to the procedure
described in 2.2.2,1. were lysed by t-he addition or I ml o( 1 % ,8DS in T~E and,
after gentle inversion, 5.5 pi proteinase K wer~ added. The tube was inverted
several times to mix tbe contents and incubated at 55°C for 20 min. RNase A
".\ '."
(5.:; pi) was added followed by incubation at' 3tJC tor ODe bour. 50S was
precipi'taled by the addition 'of 100 Jjl of 5 M potassium ace,tate (uDtitr~t~',
iDcubatio~ on iceJor 30 min, and c'f!olrifuKatioo for 10 min in ; microfuge
(F'isher). The pellet was dis'carded. The supernatant was &flo'tly extract~ with
,; .
an equal volume of chloro(orm/isoimtlalri:lboI124:I, v Iv) ror f;;' min at room
temperature. The two phases were separated by ceotriful5:ation in a microtuge tor
~ miD. The aqueous (topllayer was re~ved and extraded ,two more limes.
Sodium :l.eetate burrer (3 M, pH "',8, 45 ~l) was a~ded and tbe tube was fille'd witb
95% et'hanol 1-0 precipitate the DNA..A sterile P86teur pipette name-seale<! at ~be
tip was use~ to pick up and wll3h the re.CQ,,:ered DNA in 70 % ethanol. T.be DNA
was dissoh'ed in 4flO pi TE' (!O/ll.
Isopropanol ~recipitalio~ was used as a. final dea.n-up ::;tep, in whicb ~O pi,
3M so~ium acetate (pH •.8) anp 500 pi isopropanol were added and the contents
mix"cd. The prKipitated DNA was lifted out, washed io"jO % ethlirio) and <:.
> -
dissolved in TE (10/1). The !inal volume of TE (lOll) u.wd depended Qn.tbe yi!!ld
or DNA.
The DNA wncentration WM determined quaotiLaliv~ly by elKlropboresing
I "I DNA solution ~n' allagarose le.1. Lambda. bacteriopbag~NAdigested with
Hind ill standar~swas. electropboresed 011 the same ~el for comparison. ,EtBr was
included in the buffer of tbe gels. The intensity of LObe ban1s was compared. and
DNA ~onr,entrs.lionof samples "was ca.lculated hom the DNA amount a..s estimated
by comparison with the ~ I;)NA stll.odard. Alteratively, ~he DNA concentration
was determ.incd by measuring the absorbaD.ce at 260 and 280 rm of DNA sample!
. '
3S
d-iluted as appropriate with KP buffer using a Shimadzu Double-Beam/'
Spectroph'otome~r,tN·200 lBausch and Lomb).
2.3.3. EXTRACTION OF PLASMID DNA FROM E. coli
2.3.3.1. MINISCEEN PREPARATION
The procedure of Rodriguez aDd Tait (1983) was followed
2.3.3.2. LA"RGE SCALE PLASMID PREPARATION
Plasmid DNA was prepared uSlog either an alkaline lysis method (Rodriguez
and Tait, UI83) or a rapid boiling method lCold. l0841. which is the modified
mcth.o.d 91 Holmes and Quigley (lG81).
2.3.3.3. PURIFICATION BY esCI CENTRIFUGATION
The plasmid DNA i~lated as described'in 2.3.3.2. was further purified by
esCI centrifugation. To plasmid DNA dissolved ill 200-1,000 ~I TE (10/1) buffer
was added 6 mls of saturated esCI solution (Miller, lQ72) and 1 ml of EtBr (3
mg/rnl, in TEN), and the rerractive index of the solution was adjusted to
l.3000±G:0005 by the addition of TEN buffer. The tubes were completely riUed
wilh mineral oil and centrifuged at 38,OOO·r'fl..m. and 20°C for 40 h in a 50 ~i
, ro1?r in aD La-SpB ult\cent~~ruge jBeckman..Instruments (Canada), Toronto,
·OntarioJ. ~ .
I
AHer.centritugation, aliquots of 15 drops were cotlect!.d by puncturing the
bottolJl of t/;le'tube. The pla.srnid~conta-ioingfracti~)Ds were identified by gel
electrophoresis of samples from each fraction. The Plasmid-cok'a.ining frll.ctions
were pooled, the EtBr was removed by extraction with approximalPly equal
volumes of 2-butanol ulltil the colour completely,disappe;red,"alld then the
"
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solution was. extracted once more: Alter extraction of EtBr, the plasmid DNA
was rerovered bY'precipitation by one of the following methods.
Method <I>: TaJ-be llbove solution 1.6 volumes of TE.(10/1), 1/10
volume of 4 M ammonium acetate and 2.5 volumes of ethanol wae Added. The
DNA solution was allowed to precipitate at _20°C overnight. Tii'e pellet was
collected ~y cen~rirug9.tion at 12,000 x' g for 30 min at 40C. The p~ was
dissolved in 400-500 pi TI:; (l0/1) and the precipitation as indicated above was
rep/?atcd. The ~(nal pe~let, arter being dr,ied briefly in vacu~~eingdissolved
in aD appropriate amount of TE (to/I), wa:s stored" at 4oC.
Method<2>: The volume of DNA solu~ioh after extr:Lction of Et8r was
. . - ,
me:lSured. To' each 0.5 mI, ~.l mls of water and 3.2'mls or 9&% ethanol"'were
added. The pellet was collected by centrirugation ror 5 min and washed with 70%
ethanol once or twice before being dissolved in TE (1011)
2.3.'. PURIFICATION OF DNA FRAGME;(TS FROM AGAROSE
GELS
2.3',.~I. DNA PURIFICATION FRO. tow MELTING
TEMPER~TURE'AGAROSEGELS
A low melting tempemture agarose gel (Sigma, Type Vll) with a large well
or tlppropriate size tq c~ntain the DNA sample to be loaded, was prepared: To
make the la~ge wells, the teeth or a standard comb were joined with tape. Thee
el~elrophor"eSis was cl!rci~ out at appro~iml'i.tely2.5 volts/ein for 18 h in the
dar l" The gel w,as examined ~!Ider V.V. light witb only one edge being exposed.
The "and of interest was marked and cut out of the. gel.
~ .. ,-
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The excised piece of gel wa;; placed in 4 volu~ of TE (lOll) aDd heated to
6SDC until completely melted (approximately 30 min). The DNA solution was
extracted twice with an ~ual volume of phenol aod ODce with pbl!ltoI./cbloroform
. ~ 1 .J ..'
(1:1, v/v). Followinr; each extraction the pha.ses weJI,e SE'parated by centrifugation,
'into aqu~us (top) aod organic (bottom.) phfSe$ with. wbite agarj;Jseand protein/ .
1&oyer in between. _J
Tbe final aqueous phase was traoderred to a c1eao tube, the salt
c?nceo~ratioo was 'adjusted to 0.3 M sodium acelat"e by ~ddin~lume of 3, M
Na.DAc (pH 4.8), aod the DNA was prefipitated by adding 2 valumes of gS % / .
ethanol. AIter brier dry'iog in tIa~UO the DNA pellet Wall diS:~lve~ i~ TE (tOy .
2.3.4.2. DNA P.URlFICATION' FROM ~GAROS'"GELS WITH DE 81
FaTER PAPER.
.~
Electrophoresis aD~ baod identification were carried out int~e )"ay i1S
described in 2.3.4.1. A thin. slice of gel was cut hom in front of the band of
interest (taking the' ON). migration direction as forward). A piece of DE 81
cellulose ion exchange paper (Whatman) sized to fit exactly the cross-section of _,
the gel was inserted verticallr into the well ~~ainst the cut edge .closest to the
fragment lo be recovered. The DE 8ll-paper was fixed firmly in position "by the
insertion of a slice of dean gel cut from the end of the gel. The DNA band
immediately behind the band of interest was al~ cut out Ao'd replaced with a
dean gel slice.
The' gel was put back iol.o the cb'amber and the buffer was added back/"'"
without COYeriD~ the upper surface of the gel. Electrophoresis .....as(carried out at 7
).'
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volts/em for ~-6 min ..The gel WllS examined under V.V. light to be sure that all .
tb.e DNA of interest wflS,bound to the DE 81 paper.
The DE 81 paper was divide~ b~een two microfuge tubes and to each
tube 300 pI of DNA wa>;b solution,was added. Tbe.paper was broken up with a
syringe needle, l~e tubes were vottexed and incubated at 37°C for 15 min.
Holes were punched through the top and through the boltom of the
microfuge tubes with a syringe needle. The tubes were placed III the top~
. . \
Falcon 2063 centrifuge tube "(Becton DicksOo LlLbware. Beckton Dickinson-and
Company, Oxnard, CA USA) and'centriruged briefly toJotc~he DNA wash
solution into tbe Fllicon "tUbes. The DE Bt.paper was,r"Snsferred to tt-a clean
microfuge tub"cs,to be washed once more a'bd the wash solution c~llected as
before into the same two Falcon tubes.
The combined DNA wash solutions were transferred to lWo 1.5 ml
microfuge tubes. To eacb tube 0.6 ml of isopropanol was added and the DNA'was
allowed lo r.recipitate at.~ overnight. The precipibted"ONA was collC!cted by .
centrifugalion for 5 min in a microfuge. The pellet was washed with ice-cold 70%
ethanol 3·4 limes, dried In vacuo atitemperalure, and d.l~solved III about 20
"I TE (LOfl) •
.. \....
\
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2.4, GEL EtECTRQPHORESIS OF DNA SAMPLES
2..... MATERIAlS
Double dJe solution (DO,.,):
0.1" Bromphenol blue. 0.1 II xylene
c1an01. 50" glycerol. 60 mY EDTA. 6 mM
Tria-Hel pH 7.6
Reaction Itop 1IIil: (RSlO:
30'; './v) ure., )0" ("Iv) glycerol.
0.0261 (./v) "brollphenol blue, 0.025"
('II.,) zylene eJ~ol. 0.6' (w/v) 'SDS.
IX Tril-boratl buffer (';"BE):
, 0.089 M Tris-baa!!, 0.089 it boric acid
0.002 M EOTA, pH 8.0.
"Ix Trll-acltate buffer (rAE):
0.,04" Trill-ac.llltl1te, 0.02 !II £OTA. pH 8.0.
,-- ,
Molecular .light Ita.ndard.: (
>.DNA digested" with Hind III'
123 bp ladder
DNA high molecular weight staudard (HMi)
~x 114 RF DNA digested dth Hae III
2.4.2. AGAROSE GEL, ELECTROPHORESIS
Agarose gel stocks were prepared at 1.1 times final concentration in walH
and autoclaved. Prior to pouring, g-el stoch were melted in a boiling water bath.
The molten gel was immediately,mixed with lOx TBE or lOx TAE burre~ in thc
volume rl'.tio of,g : L EtBr (2 mg/ml) was adde,d: I pl/4 mls (gel+burrer) ror
minigt or I 1'1/5.3 mls of (gel+burrer) ror standard gels. 1
The DNA samples were mixed with approximately 0.3 vol RSM or DOye
prior to loading onto a gel. All tbe molecular weight standard DNAs were used
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following th~Du,racturer's in.structions. The amounts of DNA s~aDdard loaded
per well varied from experiment to experiment but the Hind ill digested), DNA
marker was always added at 325 ng per well.
Minigels Were usually fun 'at 7~5,volts/cm, but occasionally at 5-6 volts/em
for better res6Tution. Tb.e st30dar.d.gel was usually run at 7.5-8.5 volts/em unless
jtberwisespecified.
2.4.3. POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS
All reagents were prepared according ~o Maniatis ~t ai. (lgS2) and
pO]Y\lcrymide gel electrophoresis was carried out in an SE Boo'v'crtieal slab gC!!
electf9phorcsis unit (Hoerter Scientiric Instruments, San Francisco, U.S.A.).
. ...
Gel preparation also followed maniatis el 01, jUl82j with the exce~tion that
the gel solution wns degnsed "before ammonium persu(r:Lte and TEMED (Bi"rad)
were :Ldded. Bero;j;·the sampie was loaded, the ge1114.5 em lQlIg, 1.5 mm thick)
was run at 2~01ts ror 30 min to remove nOll"polymerized acry~amide: Arter
loading, the DNA Was electropboresed at 75 volts ror about 7-9 h, depending on
the sizes or the DNA fragments to be separated.
Arter electrphoresis, the ,gel waS stained in 2pg/ml EtBr solutiO~ for 20 min
'\lith occasioDtll agitation. Distilled water was use(,l to remove the excess ·EtBr:
\~
'\
,
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2,5. MOLECULAR HYBRIDIZATION
2.5.1. NICK TRANSLATION OF DNA PROBE
DNA probes were labelled with a Nick Translation Kit (N-SOOO, Arnersham
Corporation, Oakville, Ontario) following the m3nuracturet"s instructions. Tile
uninterporated a-32p_dCTP was separated from the labelled probe by passage
through a Sephadex G-SO column equilibrated with elution buHer (50 ml>.1 Trig-
He! pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCI, 10 mM EDTA). AJiquots were collected. info
microfuge tuhes w,h'were counted in a Beckman LS-3150T liquid scintillation
counter (Belman Instruments, Inc. Palo AJto, Calif~rnia, USA). The fractions
containing the (irst peak were pooled ~nd the DNA was precipitated and.
re~issolved in TE (lOll).
~e incorporation of et-3'2P_dCTP was determined by measuring the
trra~etl~ aCld.p~e~IPlta~le radloa~tlVlty of the pooled, COMentra.ted DNA.
2.6.2. TRANSFER OF DNA TO NITROCELLULOSE MEMBRANES
2.0.2.1. SLOT llI-0T
Slot blotting of DNA onto nitro~ellulosemembranes was ca~ried out with
the Minifold n apparatus (S~hl!li~her and S~huell, In~., Keene, N.H, USA). The
appropriate amount of DNA sample for one slot was dissolved in 100 III of
TE/SDS. burrer, denatured by adding 1/10 volume of 3 M NaOH and in~ubated
at 6()'10oC for I hour. Arter being cooled to room temperature, one volume of 2
M NH40Ac pH 7.0 was :J.ded and the sample wns loaded by aspiration onto the
filter.
After the filter was air dried with a heat lamp it was baked in vacuo at
BOOC for 2 b and then stbred at "DC.
I
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2.~.2.2. SOUTHERN BL<?T
..
The denaturation and Southern blotting of DNA onto nitrocellulose
membr.Rnf!S Wlls. <:llttied out with a BRL DNA/RNA blot transfer system
(GffiCO/BRL Lire Technologies, Inc., Burlington, ODtariol (ollowing the
manufacture's instructions. DNA to he transrerred wa:s denatured but Dot
depurinated prior to transfer.
_2.6.3. HYBR!DIZATION
/
2.6.3.1. MATERL\LS
1 x SSPE bu1hr: 180 mY HaCl, 20 mY NaHP0 4 PH 7.4
1 mM EDTA.
1 J: O.nLrdt'. lIIo1utioD:
0.02 I each of Fieoll. pol1T1DJ1-
pJro1l1done ud bovine nrum albUlllln
in 0.2 :II: SSPE. ~
Prebybrldizatioll miJ:ture:
60 Ii tOnlamlde, .2 :r: Denhardt.'s. 0.1 I
SOS, 6 :r: SSPE, 100/lg/lDl tRNA.
I
2.6.3.2. PROCEDURE FOR DNA HYBRIDIZA1;ION
The DNA hybridization followed tbe method publiJhed by Schleicher and
&i;buell (Barinaga d. ai, 1~8l). The baked nitrocellulose filter wa.'3 prehYbri~lized
at 42°C for 5 min in a he:at seala.ble ba.g witIJ 100 pi of prebybridization mixture
per cm2 of nitrocellulose filter. Coot~nts of the ba~ were mixe~ by rot:l.tio~ on an
inclinedo rotar~ table. Usu'ally about 106 CPM of probe was denatured by the
a'fUition of 1/10 volume of 1 M NaOH.aod incubation at 3!oC {or 5 min before
,
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addition to the bag contalDing tne filter and prehybridization mixture. The bag .
was resealed and the DNA hybridization was yarded out at 4ZoC overnight with
continuous mixin~ on the rotary table. Alter hybridization. ihe nitrocellulose filter
was washed twice with 250 mls of 1 x SSPE/O.ICO 50S for 30 min at 42°C, the
. :1 •
filter was then washed twice more for 45 mill a~0-55°C. The washed filtcr was
blotted dry, wrapped in Saran wrap and placed in a rilrn holder. The film was
exposed at -SOOC for 5-8, days with X·ray film (Kodak, X-Omat AR film) and an
intensifying screen (Oup-o'nt par-speed ell and then developed.
2.6. RESTRICTION NUCL~ASEDIGJ!l;TION AND LIGATION
OF DNA
2.8.1. RESTRICTION NUCLEASE DIGESTION
All restriction enzymes were purchased from CmCO/BRL (CmCO/BRL
lire Technologies, Int. Dur!.iogton, Ontario), and, unless otberwise specified, tbe
tonditions of tbe restriction digestions wefe either atcor~ing to Rodriguez and
Tait (IQS3) Of rollowing the manufadure(s instructions. Wht-n neccessary, the
enzymes were diluted with restriction enz)"me dilution burrer: 10 mM Tris-HCI pH
7.S, 100 mM NaCl, 100 mM EDTA pH 7.5, J mM dithiotbreitol. 50 % (V/II)
g.lycerol, 0.5 mg/ml BSA. Restrittion nuclease digestions were terminated eit~er
by ht>ating at 65°C ror 5·10 min Of by the ad1ition or RSM jSed.ion 2.4.1}
'.
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2.6.2. DEPHOSPHORYL~~[ONOF DNA
D~A fragments were dephosphorylated with either bacterial alkaline
ph05phatase~cal{ intestine phosphatase (elF). lin less otherwise
indicated, the proportion of enzyme loDNA ends in the reactions was c!!.lculated
following the manuracturer's instructions. Unless otherwise indicated, the pH was
adjusted to pH 8.0, the enzyme added and the mixture incubated. elF'treatment
was carried out at 37°C for 30 min aod stopped by beating at 65°C !.or 4S min. If
after CIP treatm.ent the DNA concentration was too low for the '(igation,
"'l reprecipitation wlLS.carried out. B treatment was at 6S0C for 1 hour, and was
stopped by the extraction of protein wi lorororm:isoamylalcohol (24:1, v/v).
Alter three extractions, the DNA w~ JreciPitated from the aqueous phase hy the
addition ot 1/0 volume of 3 M NaOAc (pH 4.8) aDd 2. volumes of 05% ethanol.
The DNA pellet, dried in vacuo, was dissolved in TE (1011) and its concentration
determined by electrophoresis.·
2.6 ..... DNA LIGATION
2.6.3.1. CALCULATION OF END CONCENTRATION AND
FRAGMENT RATIO
Principles: All the variations of fragmen~ concentration and ratio were
based on dat~ or'principles from the following papers or consi,derations.'For
example:
Acwrding to Maniatis et ai. (H1821. whC'n a fragment has jfi > I its self-
ligation is dominant over its ligation with another~rragment, wher'e j =
(3/2~lbI3/2, and is the errective concentration of onc end of the DNA molecule in
1
I
/
>~~ .
1'\;(
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;>e ;mm.d;at. "".bbo"bood 01 ;b. otbe< .od ~' tbram. mol"",., ", ;, tb.
length of DNA in em, -be is the leqgtb of 4 randorn"coiled segment of DNA.
and -j" is tbe lotal end (ontcoltahon in tbe ligation.
Thus, r~r the first experiment in Table 4., the value j of the ~red hybrid'
fragment (ll.mycopbsm:L DNA fragmeot lig3ted with a Kmr gene ff3.gment) jlllb
was calcula.te~ and the value of lotal initial "j" was set equal to the tkulalt'd
jhyb" The hybrid "mole('ule was idealistically· supposed to be composed of one
fragment of Kmr gene and 001' (ragm";rit of mycopla'sma DNA. According to
Rodriguez.and Tait (Hl83j, in practice, it is only when j/i > 2-3 that tbe self·
ligation becomes dominant. fn the fir:;t experiment in Table 4. the ratio .;hYb/i =
1 was cbosen heuuS! of the belief that when the ligation starls tbe oj" will
. ,
decre:lSe and the r_~or iIi will incre¥e. Also in this experiment a ralio'?f
t
'H/iKm~l~ chosen, b::l5cd on the belie! lh3t. inne3Si~g the I
ephosphorylated fragment relative to the phosphorylated fragment incn~ases the
obability of forming the}esired bybrids without the loss of as many fragments
as increasing the pbosphorylated fragment would do
In experiments 2t in T,.ble 4. dirferent variatIOns of experiment.l with
resped tb the- total ~ncentral.ionof DNA fragments aDd their ratro were tried.
King and Bln.kesley (IQS6) recommended that the vector/insert tll.tio sbould
~,
be 3/1 witb the vector depbosphorylated, and the total end c~nce~tration, "j-,
should be 80 fmol/20 "I ligation soilltioll. Th.os!! conditions were basjcally followed
in experiments &-8 in Table 4.
4.
An arti~le entitled -Ligatio'n,theory and Practice Part [J- published in.BRL-
,
Focus (VoI.2, No,3, p.l, 1979) made'recommendations about concentratiQos and
.,; . .~
fragment ratios. According to the data in this article, 238.ng of mycoplasma DNA
and pUCl2 DNA mixture (the average molecblar weigh.. of the DNA fragmeo.ts in
th<! mixture is esLimated to be approximately 13 x 106 KDal, should be ligated
wi~b approxi~ate'y 120 ng Km' g;ene fragment in 100 pi ligation hurrer. These
were tpe conditions used in the experiments listed in Table 5. with some'
varia~ioDS, especially in the ligation volume.
2.6.3.2. DNA LIGATION ) / .
T4 DNA ligase was used in this study. The specific" ligation conditions used,
,
such os ligation burrer, temperature, time, ATP concentration, the concentration
of DNA pnds, and the ratio or diHerent I?NA fragments varied widely aDd are.
reported for ea~h ~xperiment in Chapter 3.
When ligation was carried out at 13°C, the ligation reaction was incubated . /
in a refrigerated water bath; wben it was ca~ried out at 24°C, it was incubated in
an ordinary water bath.
The composition of the two buUers used are given below:
Ligat.ion buffer A: 20 111M TriB-HCl pH 7.6, 10 mY MgCl
z
'
'10 m10l DTT. 1 mM spermine.
!-1~ation bufter B: 50 mN TriB-HCl pH 7.11, 10 mY MgCl'2'
51 .(w"lv) PEG 8000, i lDY DTT.
7
'r
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2.7. TRANSFORMATION OF E. coli
2.7:L,PREPARATION OF COMPETENT CELLS
Competent ~ells wenlo prepared by the method .of Dagert and- Ehrlich (IQ7g).
The competent cells were either used after 1-3 h incubation or their competence
. .
was ~~sted after 1-3 h inc'ubation and, if high enough (more~n.4000
transfotmants ?CT log-of pUCl'l), the cells wer~ used after 21nncubatioll
2,7.2.'TRANSFO.RfMATION
.. ..
DNA sam~les to be traDs[ormed'were usually diluted 5-10 times with ·TE
(1O/1) or 0.1 M CaClz bef~re ad'di~ion to the cell ~uspeDsion. More dilute DNA
aliquots (10 IIIl. were"diluted w-itb 'lO /lIs or oj M CaGI2 before additioD to 100-2,00
1'1 cells and the mixture was incubated on ice rOT 45-60 min. Wnen kanamycin or _ f
~mpicillin.rcsistance was used as tbe selective m~rker, tb{' transrormed cells ~ere
, dil,uted with r?S or Luria Broth and iDcu~ated for ,30 mi.~ at 37°C in a shaking
water bath, ~Jcell.s were'pelleted by centrifugation. The supernatant was
decanted Jeavlll,g the last 1-2 J'6Ps to resusp{'nd lhe p{'lIets before ~preadiDg on
selectlve plates When tet cycllne reslstte WID. Jsed as the seleC'tlve marker
transformed cell sus ,enSI s were plated directly onto selective plates WIthout
expression SeJectl"e plates consisted or ur~a Broth solidified WIth I 500 agar and
supplemented WIth 0 2% gluc.ose and an IblOtlcs as appropnate The
concentrations of the antibiotics.in selective medi~ -;cre 40,.g/~', 50"g/ml and
2b"g/mJ ror kanamycin, ampicillin and telracycline, respectively,
All plates were incubated at 37o~-overnJght Positive'(pUCI2, pUKn or
\ '
,:."",:",(-""
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pBR322 Oi';!AI, ~nd negative (~.I M C..CI.~1 ,oon11019 were inclu"ded .in eaeb
friln~rorm3lioD eJ'!leriment.
"j
/-
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Pftapter 3
•
RESULTS
3.1. PRINCIPLES AN~ BRlllF SUMMARY OF ,HE
EXPERIMENTS AND RESUL,S
In tbese experiments the marker f('Scue method, using a k:l.nam}'clIl
resisfance (Km') gene as the marker ,gene to be rescued, wis lIsed in an attempt
to ~Ione a rUll~tional ARS from M. pneumoniaeoDNA. M. pneumoniae
chromosomal D~A was partially digested with Eco~l and lig1\tell with the
purified KlJlr gene fragment. The ligation rcae~ion mixtures were used to"",
transform competent E. toli RRt cells, and Km' tra~srorrriantswere selected.
Eight ligation and transformation experiments in~o~~ing a \'ariety of conditions
were performed, and no Kmr transformants were obtained. On the other hand, in
a positive control experiment with pu*2 as a kno~n Or;gin source, numerous
Km' transforma~tswere obtained. In order to eliminate ,or reduce the differences
in ligation and transformation between these two experiments., no. intertul control
experiment was designed. In tbis experiment. the parti. EcoRl.diges~edM. .
pneumoniae DNA and pUCl2 DNA (tontaining an Apr gene) completely digested
. /
, wHh EcoR'l were mixed in a U genomic ratio. The miiture was ligated with the
Kmt gene fragment and l'ben the liga.tion reaction mixture was used to transform
E. coli RRI' competent cells. Seven transformAtions were ea.rried out from which
f:
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about ISO transrormants were obtained. All except one were Km'Apr in
phenOl)'pe, which means they are pUC12~Kmr lransformants. The pl~mid
~xlracted from tbe only Km'Aplj transformant WILS' analysed by restricti~
,endonuclease mapping and DNA blot hybridllation. Its structure has been
deduced and the origin sequence cloned bas also been identified as the origin or
pUCI2.
3.2. CONSrRUCrlON OF pOX BY MARKER RESCUE·
. I
->3.2.1. PARTIAL DlGES:lOf"OF M. PMu~oniaeqHROMOSOMAL
~ DNA
The principle used fOf attempting to clone tbe mycoplasma origin of DNA
replicntion was marker (KmT) feSeue. The Km' gene fragment was ligated with
mycoplasma chromosomal DNA fragments and Ih~ mixture used to transform E:'
coli RRI cells, with Km' traosformants being selected. Such KmT transformanls
should contain 11. p.lasmid which is cOflPosed of the Kmf gene fragment and a t
DNA fragment from M. pneumoniae capable of functioning as a replication origm
in E. coli.
Before ligation, M!lcopla~ma pneumoniaI' DNA was partially digested with
~coRl to avoId cutting all fragments within the origin at an EcoRI site, shOUld
there be one there. Partinl digestion products were examined by agarose gel
~lectropboresisand tbe averag~ fragment size' was deteftJlined hom the gel
I· .
pattern to be about 20 Kb~ Fig. 4A, lane 2 shows the electrophoresis pattern of
.
completely diSested' M. pneumoniae chromoShmn.l DNA and Fig. ill.
;';
Fig. 4. Characterization or M. pneumoniae DNA
A. EcoRl complet.e digut.1o~ or E. coli (llLlJe 1) and \
M. pneumoniae (lane 2) DNA. Lane 3 is ~ DNA diguted
':th HindIII molecular We1g(ht marker.
B. EcoR! partial digution andligatioD of M. pneumoniae pNA.
LaDe 1: undiguted M. pneumoniae DNA.
LaDe 2: '·M. pneumoniae DNA partially diges.t.ed .ith EcoRl
LaDe 3: EcoRi digested M. pneumoniaI': DNA ligated ,ith the
Km f geDe fragmeDt
LaDe 4: ), DNA digeltld with HindUI.
C. EcoRl partial digeltion and ligatioD or M. pneumoniae DNA.
The av.erage fragment 8i%l is e8tillit8d to be 20 Kb.
Lane i: M.·pneumoniae'DNA partially digested .ith EcoR!
LaD II 2: EcoRl digellted ·M. pneumoniae DNA ligated with the
ICm f gliDe tragm.ent .
LaD~ 3: ).. DNA diglltlld with HindIII.
,.
1 2 3
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lane 2 and Fig. 4C, lane 1 s~w the pattern of partially digested M. pnetmol1iae
DNA. Fig. ill, lane 3 and Fig. 4C, lane 2 also demonstrate tbM partially digested
M. pneumoniae DNA is capable or being ligated, indicating that the digestion
I
products are DOt inhibitory to the ligation reaction.
'--
3.2.2. LIGATION AND m,N'SFORMATION
The first stage in the experiment was t.o attempt to recover the m~·eopla.sma
origin of DNA replication by direct ligation with the Km' geo('. followed by
transformation of E. coli competent cells. Eight ligations and transformations
"> were done with the ligation conditions varied widely as shown in Table 4. Each
time competence was tested prior to transformation aJ)d usually was
approximately 4xl06 lr:msformants per ,.g of pUCl2 or pBR322 DNA. None of
these experiments resulted in a single Kmr transformaot.
3.2.3. CO~STRUCT[ON OF PLASMID pUKn
In order to determine whether the Kmr gene fragment is capahle ~r being
rescued by "n exogenous origin sequence, a positive control experiment was
carried out. In this experiment P~C12 DNA'was used as the soutce of DNA
replication origin. It was completely digested with EcoR1 before ligation witb the
Km' gene and the ligation reaction mixture was used to transform E. coli cells. In
this experiment, a 20 ,.Itigation mixture was used. It contained 36 og of pUCl2
aod 20 og of the Kmr gene (the approximate molar ratio of pUCI2!Km' gene is
1). For one Kmr selection plate, 5 III of this ligation mixture, diluted with TE
".(lO/ll burrer, was added to 200 ,.1 of competent cells. Half pf the ligation mixture
yielded 122 Km rc~stant transfortnant/
"-
....
Table •• LigatioD cOllditioD8 used In marker rescue method (or donlD! runctlonal M. pneumo/lioe origin in
E.coli
Expt. ChONA& Km'rrag. deP'(! ChDNA/ RXN ConeD of Temp. Time Durrert ATP
No. 1M. pneu.) ng/Cmo! frag. b Km' • vol. frag.d DC h mM
ug/fmol ratio(
"
pM
I 125/13.3 20/20 Km'. 0.67 10 3 13 24 A 0.5
2 250/26.7 00/80 Km' 0.33 15 6 13 24 A 0.5
3 375/40 -40/40 Km' 1.00 15 ,.. 13 24 A 0.5· \~
, 250/26.1 60/60 Km' 0.44 20 .' , 13 24 A 0.5
5' 750/80 '1l/20 ChONA 4.0 20 4 24 4 B I
• 750/80 20/20 ChDNA ,.. 2. , "
, B I
7 500/53.3 40/40 None, 1.33 20 4 24 4 B I
8 250/26.7 60/60 No? 0.44 20 4 24 , B 1
\ '
a. The average molecular .....eigbt of the rra~enls of M. pneumoniae chromosomal DNA (ChONA) partially digested with
'~Rl was app.rOXimatelY 15 Kb as de.termined by gel eleetrophoresis.
b. -deP'd frag.- is an abbreviatioD Jor t\e -depbosphorylated fragment-, The Km' gene fragment (1.5 Kb, according to
the ~rormation supplied by the manuractu~rl used in these experiments was purcbased from Pbarmaeia aDd bad already
been digested: with EcoRl.
it... ~.i
7 ,
\ ,
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c. ·ralii· is the molar ratio of .M. pneu';"oniae chromosomal DNA (ChDNA) fragments to Kmr fragment.
d. The cODcentration or total DNA fragments was calculated trom the da;'a in tbe ChDNA, Km' and reaction mixture
(RNX) vol. columns. The-values of the total molar COLcentration of DNA fragments and ~he ratio of the two DNA
fragments choosen./tr these experiments were based on the considerations disc~ssed in section 2.6.3.1.
e.Tbe composition of the two burrers used are given below:
Liga.t'iOD buffer A: 20 mY Tri.s-HCl. pH 7.6, 10 lIlY MgC1 2 ,
10 lIlY DTI. 1 lIlY spermine.
\
LigattoD buffer B: 60 lIlY Trb-Hel pH 7.6, 10 llIY NgC12'
6" (_/...) PEG-eaOO. 1. mY OTT.
One unit of T4 ligase was used in each reaction.
r. Experiments 50-8 basicaily followed the ,optimal ligation conditions recommended by King and Blakesley (HI86j, which
are: Burrer B, I mM·ATP, ~ U T4ligase, vector/insert molar ratio = 3/1, incubation at room temperat~;e for 4 h, 3.5 X
dilution belore addition or the DNA to the competent cells. In their' standard experiment, th~veetorwas dephosphorylaled.
'"
g;
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Plasmids could be extra.cted from these traDsformallts and the extracted plasmids
transro~med E. coli into Km resistance. The £CoR I digestion of this plasmid
produced 2 bands: one comigrated with the known Km' gl'oe frngment and the
other comigrated with lio(>3r pUCI2 (data nol shown). This plasmid is therefore
derived from the insertioD of the Km' gene into the EcoRI Sill' of pLJC12, and'
• was named pUKn.
The plasmid pUKn was subsequently used to produce a large amount of the
_ Km' g('IlC fragment . .plasmid extracted by the large seale, rapid boiling lTietho~
~as completely digested w,i,th £coRI and the Km' gene fragment was reeoverel
from low temperature melting gel (see section 2.3.4.1.). The purity of this Km'
rr~ment was tested by transformation of E. coli with lOng and 20ng or the Km'
geneJragment following self-ligation. No lrnnsformnnts were found.
3.2.4. LIGATION Wl~H AN INTER~AL CONTROL
In order to standardize the pUC12 origin and mycoplasma origin under the
same I,igation conditions, an ~,nternal control experiment was designed. In this
experiment the EcoRI partially digested mycoplasma DNA 'and completely
digested pUCI2 DNA were examined on a gel, mi:o;ed in a 1:1 genomic rntio, (20.8
jig of mycoplasma D.NA mixed with i2 ng of pUCI2) and then dephosp~orylated
witb bacterial alkaline phosphatase (BAP). The size or pUC12 is 2680 bp and that
of M. pneumoniae is assumed to be 0.8 x 106 hp (Morowitz, HI76). Following
phenol extraclion and recovery of the DNA, electrophoresis was carried out to
determine the DNA concentration and to ensure small fragments had not been
lost during these manipulations.
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A total of 7-experiments we,re performed with variations in the ligation
conditions used. The ligation and transformation conditions as well as the results
are shown in Table 5. From·these experiments, a. total of 160 Km f transforrnants
""Nt obtalOed. All ucept oDe were KmIApT. A plasmid was extract:\ble from the
only Km rA p5 trans(ormant obtained. This trandormant was determined to be E.
rofi strain RRI and not a chance contaminant by examIning its genotype (pro.
leu. lact). The plasmId which was isolated from t6e tralisformant, Darned pOx,
eould transform E. coil RRI into Km', As shown in fig. SA, complete digestion
of pOX "'1th EcoRI (Fig. 5A, lane 2) apparently produced 2 bands: ODe
('omigrated with thy Km' gene fragment (data not shown) and the other was 9.3
Kb in size. The'intensity of the Kmr gene rragment was observed not to be in
proportion to its size, 3D observation which led to the suggestion that the plasmid
pOX contains multiple copies or the Kmr gene fragment.
3.3. SOURCE OF ORIGIN FRAGMENT IN PLASMID pOX
3.3.1. pOX CONTAINS AN M. pnel£Jnoniae DNA FRAGMENT
In order t.o determine tbe source of the put.ative origin, assumed to reside in
the 0.3 Kb fragment, the,r0llowing experiments were c:lrried out. In these
experiments, nick translation was used to label plasmid pOX with 32p andtbe
probl! was used 10 hybridize wi1h E. coli DNA, M. pneumoniae DNA, and DNA
rrom several other species or mycoplasma which had been digested with EcoRI.
The result {shown in Fig. 6) was that pOX can hybridize with M.
pneumoniaI!' DN~ (lane 1) and also with E. coli DNA (lane 51
•
Table 6. Ligation conditions and traDsforlDant8 obtained using a mlxtuM:: of pUC12 a~d .M. pneumoniae (DNA fragments
I:
Expl. Kmr geDe' ",Tpb RXN Dil'n FiDal Trllnsr'd No. traosCormantl
No. mM vol. 2,' vol. vol.d Km' Apr Km' Api
./""- .... ng fI1lQ!' .1 .J .J normal... small~ normal smaUf
100 100 O.6b 50 + 100 100 32 0 0
150 150 1.0 75 75 50 8 , I
150 150 1.0 75 + >50 .0 8 3 0
150 150 1.0 45 45 45 33 3 0
150 ISO 1.0 45 + 90 50 23 0 0
150 150 1.0 35 35 30 22 0 0
150 150 1.0 35 + 70 50 16 I O'
All tbe reactions contained 238 ng (approximately 2.6 rmolJ of the mixture of"£coRI partially digested M. peumoniae
DNA and EcoRI completely digested pUCI2 in a 1:1 genomic ratio depbosphorylated witb BAP (see se'etion 2.6.2). Each
reaction also contai~ed l.S U T4 ligase and liga.tion bu((~r B, aqd were all incubated at 24°C (or 4 h. (King and Blakesley,
1088llsee Table 4.). The ratio of DNA fragments was cboosen basically in accordence with tbe recommendations publisbed'
in BRL-F.o<:us, YoU, ~o.3, p.l (1970) (See section 2.6.3.1). , ~
a. In tbe first experimell:t the purcblSed Kmr gene' fragment ~IS 'used, in experiments 2-7 tbe Kmr fragment use~ was •
that prepared from pUKn (see 5ectioo.2.3.4.2). -
·~~.
'.
\ ..........
b. In ~oe first experiment, the ATP concentration of 0.6 mM WILlI CbOOl!D to give the molar ralio of ATP/hagment used
. by King and Blakesley (1986). 10 the later experiments an ATP cODcentratioD of 1.0 mM wu used tbf~UgboUl.
c. T~ose experiments indicated with a plus-sign were diluted with an equal volume of buffer containing ATP (to main~ain
a constant ATP cODc~ntration) after 2 h incubation in order to decrease oj" and iuc:reue illyb/i, 50 as to maximize the
yield of fully eircuI~rized hybrids (see section 2.6.3.1.). This procedure &:pparently increased tbe yield of tran~formants.
- d. Because or the complexity or the experin;;.nu, only the portio? indicated or each ligation reaction mixture was used for
transformation. For transrormation, 10 "I of ligation mixture w'ere diluted with 20 ",! or 0.1 M Ca.CI~, added to 200 Jjl or
competent' cells and applied to a Km selectiye plate arter illCLl.bation at 37°C in Ilons~tive mediu·m. The plates were
incubated at 37°C ovefDight and the transrormed colonies were counted 011 3 consecutive d~\llthe i\mr lr:t.l'lfformanl!!
were tes~ on a plale containing ka7mYCin alld lLlIlpicillin.
e. In this column are noled lransrorman~ which Were or obviously .mnller colony .ile than normal. Somt' or lhe small
transformant colonies were morphologically altered and sh?wed semi-resistance to ampicillin.
r. The 3 i\mtAp' traDsrormaDts noled in this column grew as ver)' liD)' tolonies. The)' Yo'tre slow growing. recullured witb
difficulty and genetically uns,labte. No plasmid!! were recoverable rrom them.
/
:j~
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Fig. 6. DigeS"tlons of piasmid'pQX DNl'with dirrerent restrietion
endonucleaee.ll
A. Electrophoruia OU 0.4" agaroee gel. ~5 ,olt.a for 16 b.
Laone 1. pOX DNA digested dtb Smal
Lane 2. pOX DNA digested witb EcoR1
Lane 3. High molecular weigbt. standard.
Lane 4. >. digut.ed dth .JfindIII marker DNAff;
Lane 6. pOX DNA digested dtb BamH:r,.
Lane '6. pOX mtA dig~ed with P~II
Lane 7. pOX DNA digested dth HindlII
B. Electrophoresis on 1.6" agarose g'''36#,olts fo\- 14.6 h
Lane 1. Km t gene fragment dige.t'd wi tb Sllu3A
Lane.2. pOX DNA digested with Sau3A
Lane 3. pOX DN.... dig~lted with EcoR1
Lane 4. >. diguted with HindIII marker DNA.
Lane 6. 4>X174 RF· DNA diguted with HadII
Lane 6 pOX DNA diguted with /ladII
Lane 7. pOX DNA digested with HindUI
Lane '~. pOX DNA diguted trith PslI
La.ne 9. pOX DNA digeste~ with BamHI
.Tho 11us of tbe 13 bands of DNA high molecular we ight standard
fragmtllt8 are 43.6.38.4.33.5,29.9.24.8,22.6,19.4,17.1.
16.9,12.2, tD.l, B.6,.8.3 Kb .
.,The sizes of the six visible >. HindIII DNA fragments
are 23.1. 9.4.6.7,4.4,2.3, 2.0 Kb.
)
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Fig. 6. Southern blot hybridization or ehromo8omal DNAs with pGX
plasInfd DNA as probe. '
All .the, DNA IP~1e'= wen completdy digt.ted with EtoH1
pr1.or to Ilpar t.iOD 011 the agaron gel. .
Lane i: Ai. pneu oniac Dill., 3 pg.
Lane 2: AI. fer Ian II PG-i8 DNA. 3pg. "-
Lane 3: M. argi irli DNA, 3 I'g. .
Lane 4: Ugalliseplic'um DNA, 311g:
Lane 6: E. coli DNA, 6 Pg .
Lane 6: c,al! t.hymul DffA, 20 ,.g
Hybridizat.ion .at follo1ing t.h, met.hod. detailed
in lIeetion 2.6.3 (601 formamidt. i M HI.· 42°C
overnight.). usillg the higher .tringenc7 re1l'3.shing
procedure (1 :I: SSPE!O. UI SDS tor 46 miD at 520,C).
The X-ray film (Kodak, X-Omat AR film""", expolld,
fo~B dayll.
.' t
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The hybridization' patlero produced, howev.et, wu a smeaT instead of distinct
bands. After washing the riller using a higber stringency, DO changes in' intensity
or pattern were (ound.
The possibility of eolllamintioll of the pOX.probe (the puril)' ~r which b3.~.
been examined by gel electrophoreis but whi~h.bild no~ been purified by esCl
u\t;acentrirugation) with E. coli chromosomal DNA rragmenu WM coosidered.
Diff<lrenl resl~ctioll entym~ were testea~ii. Sl·to search ror one which caD C,,:!l
'-pOX i~to several small distinct rragment", to be used to digest mycoplasma DNt~
.......... prior to Southern blot hybridization. In thi.s Way it was boped to produce distinct
hybridization bands, and to be able to distinquish true homology from the results
or p~ible contamination.
From Fig. 5A aod Fig. 58, it un be seen that among the entymes tested
Sau3A was the best candidate (Fig. 58. boe 2) and it wn,s u'sed to dig!"St tbe
my~oplasma.a.'nd E. co'fi DNAs. The DNA Ss!.uthern blot hybrid~z3tion aO.:llysis
w~ carried out u;ing tbe same pOX probe u'used previously (Fig. 6). The r!"Sults
01 the second hyb~idization are s4ow~ in Fig. i. In Fig. 7 (Lane 21. the ,U.
pmwmoniae DNA digested with Sdu3A aod hybridized with the pOX probe
produced .:l pattern similar to that round when the plnsmid pOX DNA WtlS
. .
" digested with Sau3A (Fig. 58, lane 2). This result menDs that pOX has homology
with M. pneumonioe DNA. The E. coli DNA cootrol also show some bo~ology.
·There :l.fe very rnin~, low moleeulu weight hnnds in thl! E. coli DNA (Fig. 7, laM
, ,
8), which do not c1earl~ show\up in th: photogr.aph but whic)h nre very clear in
the aUlorndiogrfph of the subsequent Southern' blot trllosrer nnd DNA
. \ . . . .
. htbridiz.ations.
I "
,.
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In Fig. 58, la'- 3, it can he seen that the original small-sized band from
tPx DNA digested witb EcoRI (see Fig. SA, laDe 2) has been resolved into two
hands migrating dose'together. The larger band of tbe two comigrates with the
KmT gene fragment (compare lanes 1.411d:rlll Fig. 58). So the origin fragment
-must be either the largest (9,3 Kb) or the smallest (~timated to be 1.2 Kbl
fragment. Again it can be seen that the intensity of the fragments is Dot in direct
proportion" to their size, the two small hagments having a higher intensity than
expected from their sizes. This phenomenon ca,IT be'seen in Fig. 9.
3.3.2. SEGRE?ATION OF PLASMID pOY
A'large scale plas~id extraction using the rapid boiling method follOWl'd by
esC'1 ultracenltifllgation was carried out to prepare'more pOX plasmid D1'\A to
prepare a new probe .without E. coli D~A chromosmal contamination. A
transformant colony was llsed as the pare1lt cell (or -the culture.. The extra('led
plasmid was digested with EcoRt and examined on a gel. Surprisingly., the newly
extractl'd plasmid had lost the 9.3'Kb fragment and only the two-vcry close bnnds
of approximately 1.3 Kb remained (Fig. 8,Jane 61. The new plasmid was capable
of transforming E. coli RRI to kanamY;in r'csistan) H was nnm(ld pOy.
I
This phenomenon suggested that plasmid pOY Was derived from plasm'
pOX by spont:woous excision or. the large DNA fragment. This was supported by
other indirect evidence. Firstly, miniscree: plasmid DNA preparationt (rom 6
independent pOX transformed E. coli colonies was carried out, one of which was
. '}found to be pOY. Secondly, !though not examined directly, it appeared that
,mnll ,olom, <nlto", p"p"~ ;ndOP,""dont t",,,'?,mnnt onl~ni" (whioh
~J
.\/
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Fig. 7. Southern blot hybrtdiJatiol) or dltTerent DNA ,apedes with
pl&Smi~ pOX DNA u probe'
Lalli 1: M. pn~l.lmonjae DNA, 3 I'g. dictlttd '11th EcoRl
'Lan. 2: M. pneumoniae DMA, 3 118. digut.id with Sa1l3A-
Lan"3: M. !ermmlans PG"1B DHA. 3 IIg. diguted with EcaR!
LallI 4: M./ermenlanB PC-iS DNA. 3 I'g. digtltafdtll Sa1l3"
Lanl 5: M. galliBtplicum DNA. 3 "g. dig~lt.d with Et,ORl
Lane 6: Ai. galfistpUlum DNA, 3 pg. dis"ted with Satt3A
Lane 7: M. ar~inini .. DHA. 3 1'8. diguttd '11th EcoRl
LaDe 8 E. call (RilOS) DNA, 6 1'8. diS(8t.d with EcoRt
Lane 9' caU thyaul DNA, 20 I'g. diguf,d with £CoRl
•Hybridization 'IIa' folloYing lObi method. detailed ill nctio,n 2 6 3
(60'" formamlde. 1 II Ha'. 42°C overnight), Usillg the higher
.tringOllcy lIa.hing pr,ocedur. C1 :r SSPE/O.1S SOS for 46 min
, at 5S0C).
,I The X-ray film (Kodak. X-Out AR fUm) n. IXpoll8d for olle 'U.k ..
\
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,involves a relatively lew generatioDs or powtb) gave smaller amounts 01 the pOY.
. .
relative to pOX than did large ~olume cultures prepared hom the same oolony ,
(whicb involves a larger Dumber or generations). The amount of pOY in anyone
culture was variable, suggesting tbat excision, though possible, was not so
. I
frequent as to prevent the growth of a su(fieiently Ia'rge tolume o:! tlilture
. . ,
essentially tree of pOY tor the preparation of relatively pure pOx. The assumed
~ , .
pOX preparation (Fig.5, line 3) was ae~ually a mixture of pOy and pOX and pOY
~ked the 2:1 ratio of the 2 smaller fragments in pOX.•
• In order to confirm the supposition tbat pOY is detived from pOX rather
tban resulting from tbe coexistence of two plasmids (one pOY and the otber a
plasmid compOsed of the 0.3 Kb M. pntumoniat fragment) further EcoRl
digestions of pOX with gradually increasing amounts of enzyme (Fig~8, lanes 3, 4,
and 5) was c~rried out. Plasmid pOX was prepared by esCI ullracentrirugation
hom ~ culture se1ected because it appeared to be derived from a cmony tha~ wu
not by chance producing plasmid pOY in deteclll.ble amounts aDd its purity was
confirmed by lei electrophoresis. Fig. 8, lanes 3; 4., and 5 show tllo.t M the Km'
gene fragment (about ~.3 It~ estima~ from the migration rate in the
electrophoresis gel) and the origin band (about J.2 Kb) become more aDd more
intense {theSe two bands nrc very fain.t and ea.n only be seen· in the a.rigiDal'..} .
1lcgative), the Km' gcne band temail~s approximately twice as intense as the
\ .
~gin bnnd (Fig. 8, lane 5), while in lane 6 the two bnnds produced.rro~ pOY_
have the' same in~ensity. 'Ec~Rl digefltion in vaJ1able amounts of EtBr wl\S.used
in n; unsuccessful attempt to produc~alinear molecule with only one cut in the
"",'
.',
.;'/"
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plasmid- DNA to see the lotal molecular weight of pOX. The extra. hands in Fig. g,
lane 2 may be the result of cuts at £CoRl" sites. Fig. g, lane 3 sh1 the double
amount of Km' gene fragment relative to the origin fragmedt. This suuest5 tbat
two copies of the Kmr gene fragment may be present in plasmid pax. ..This
conclusion is consistant with the result of the series of partial EcoRI digestions ~f
.
pOX shown in Fig.-IO, lane 5, in which the 4 large-si'led bands of linear DNA in
. r ~ _ .
the 0.5 U EcoRI digestion very likel~ represent the 9.3 Kb fragmen,", the 9.3 Kb,
fragment plus one small fragment; the Q.3 Kb fragment plus 2.small fragments
~nd final.~y the <1.3 Kb fragment plus all 3 small fragments. The 2 copy insertion
"!odel can also explain the incompletely digested, highest molecular weight band
.(approXimately 13.5 Kb) in t't"-POX Sam! digestion (Fig. SA, lane I). Southern
blot hybridization of EcoRl digested pOX DNA with plnsmid pOY DNA as a
probe also shows a band estimated lo hay, the same m?!ecular weight as intnct;
Img pOX (data not shown). This suggests thal paY is a component of pOX,
instead of re;sulting from the toexistence "of two plasmid,
3.3.3. SOURCE OF ORIGlN IN .pOY
To identify tb~ source of the origin of pOY, 3 pieces of slot blot
nitro<:ell~l~ rilter were prepared, ea~h wit~ lhe same set of DNA sam~lcs. The 3
pieces of slot blot filter w9If hybridized separately with either pOX DNA (IO~
tOun\;/mln), pOY DNA (I05'eou~ts/min) or the Kmr gene fragment (iDe
tounts/m:n) DNA probes. All the plasmid DNAs used in these hybridizations were
purified by esC! ultracentrifugation and the purity of the plasmlds was examined
on n.. gel. In Fig. 11 arc. s~wn t-he pattern of D~~As loaded (Fig. itA) and the.
I .
\~,
(
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Fig. 8. Analysis or the ~trueture of plaamld pOX using partial EcoRl
digestIon: Electrophons1s on 11 agaro.. gil. 60 nltl for :3 h"
1n TlIt. .
Lan. 1. ). DBA'digut-lll. with HindU!
~""""""'L"u·2. pOX DNA dlgutld w1th.O U of EcaR1
Lan. 3. pOX qNA diguted with 0.6 U of EcoRl
-LUI t. pOX DNA digut.d .i"th 0.13 U of Eco.Rl
Lan. 6. pOX DNA diguted. with 2 U of &oRl
L.aD' 5. pOY DNA diguted with 2 U 01 EcoR1
Lans 7. pOY DNA disuted dth 0 U of E'oR1
Lall' B. ). DNA digutld with HindIII
The pOX "lIIpl.. an 60 ng .ach ...11. pOY are 100 D8 each ".11, and
they wore diguted for 2.6 h. -.nl 3,arro•• indicate the po81tioDS
of the 3 frapentl produced by Ecoltl diguUOD of 'the pU.'1II1d
pOX'. '
)
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Fig. 9. Co~plete digestion or plasmid pOX with EcoRl restriction
endonuclease In the presence or EtBr.
Lane 1. )" DNA dignted with Hind.UI
Lane 2. pOX DNA 22.6 ng. EcoRl 2.5 U. EtBr 0.7 liS/pl.
Lane 3. pOX DNA 22.6 ng. EcoRl 2'.6 U, EtBr 0.6 liS/PI.
The 3 arron ind1catlll tbe positions of the 3 fragments produced
by EcoR1 d1gntiou of the pla.~d pOX. .
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results of hyb'ridization with the three prolles (Fig. Il~D). Comparing the result
of M. pntulI10niat DNA hybridized with the pOX DNA probe (Fig. UB, slot 5)
and bybridized witb the pOY~DNA probe (Fig. llC, slot 5), we can see that pOX
hybridizes with M pneumonian DNA and pOY does not.
This indicates that the homolog} of pOX to M. pntumoniae DNA was totally
derivcd from the ll.3 Kb fragmcnt, which is consistnnt with the results presented
in the previous section.
\...
T,he Kmr gene fragment can hybridize with itself and the Kmr gene-
containing plasmids (Fig. 110, slots I, 2, 4, 12. Note that the DNA sample
intended for slot I was misloaded into the slot one row above), and has no
homology with any other DNA (also see below, Fig. 128). Plasmid pOY, in
nddition to the expected hybridization (Fig. iIG, slots I, 2, 4, l~), can hybridize
with both E. coli DNA and plasmid pUCI2 Wig. lJe, slots 3, 9). The
h}'bridization signal produced by pOX with iUCI2 was weak a!1d did Dot
reproduce in Fig.HS, but it WII..S detectable on the original X-ray film.
To obtain direct eviden.ce for the source of the replication origin in plasmid
pOX, Inother SOIJthern blot hybridization was car;1e..d Ollt witb the pOY orig:in
.~ . ."
fngment itself as the probe (Fig. 12). For preparation of the probe, plasmid pOY
DN1\. was completely digested with EcoRi, the fragments were sepamted on a gel'
and the origin fragment was recovered using DE 81 filter paper (see section
,2.3.4.2.). The amounts of the DNAs loaded into the,.agarose gel ~rior to Southern
blotting were in proportion to tbeir genome size. Alter hybridization., the rilters
were washed witb, high stringency (50~C).
":";'
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Fig. 10. Analysis or the structure or phullxild pOX using partial EcoRI
digestion: ElectrophoTui.. on 0.6" agarou gel. 25 volts for
17.6 h in TAE.
Lane 1. ~ DNA diguted with HindUI
,LaDII 2. pOX DNA dige.ted nth 0 u E:coRl
LaJ:IlI 3. pox DNA'dig••ted with 0.1 U EcoRl
LUI 4. pox DNA diguted with 0.25 U EcoRl
Lane 6. pOX DNA diguted with 0.6 U EcoRI
Lane 6. pOX DNA diguted with 1 U EcoR!
La.11 7 ..pOX DNA diguted with 2 U EcoR!
Lane 8. pOY DNA diguted with 2 U Ec'oRl
Lane g. High lJIolieular ..eight marker DNA
Lan. 10. pOY DNA diguted with 0 U EcoR!
" LaDlI 11. >. DNA digeat.lld with HindIII
~: ':~~I::7:~·:.~;:t:OoIt::C:a;:~~'D:~Yb:::. 1~~. n~n::::t::l~1r
the margin.
J
23.7 Kb
9.4 Kb
8.7 Kb
4.4 Kb
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Fig. !~ sboW! tbe EtBr"staioed gd- p~ior' to Southern blotting, illustra~ing·' .
. .>}~e complete digestion of M. pneumon'iae aod~. coli chr~mosOmal DNAs. Tb~
other samples are 'present in minute amounts aod cannot be seen. From tbll,.'"
a~~~~~~aph of lhe ~NA bybridi~ation with the ori~n fragment as ~ probe
(Fig. 128), we can see lhat t~e, origin. probe was ~OLcotnplelely pure but ~
contai:.ed a small proporLion of the Km' gene (lan~ 6 ,nd 7).
ThiS smali amount of Km' gene, however, does n~t interfere with the
J.
interpretation~he!esult aDd can be ,ignored. Tht' absence of bomo!ogy of the
origin to the M. pntumoniat DNA and the presence.of a strong homologrto
-'" pUCl2 DNA "n O)"dy b. "on, 5i". 'ho DNA ,pool" wo<. laadod i.,o 'ho g.1
'~:
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• in equal molar amounts, ·the ,eq'uivalency ol"'intensity of the bands (see laJes 1, 4, ....~
.\6, .8) suggests t~at the pOY or~gin fragment has.a. high bomol0ID: to tbe'pUC~2
DNA. Th.e ~up~~ition tbat the replica~ion .0rig~:P6Y is derived from pUCI2
and not from M. pneumolliae or E. coli DNAs can explnin the observed
hyb::l:l.ization of pOX ~nd pOy'to E. coli DNA, because pUCI2 ~ontains a p'artia~'
," ......... .
lad. gene which is also present in E.~oli .cbromosomal DNA.
Tbe supposition tbll't the origin of- p~Y iJ5 deri:ed from flUC12, 00 tlle other
hand, presents a dilema as well. Plasmid pUCI2 'has ooly ODe EeoRI site and the
linear pUCI2 'DNA (2.68 Kbl1s much lar~er thao the origio fragment oh13ined
(approximately. 1.2 Kb). A 'possible resolutioo to this inconsistancy is to suggest,
that the pOYorigin came from an Econ.~- fragment or pUCI2. When the'ion
concentration in tb.e buffer .is reduced, EcoRl may loosl! its specificity and only.
'recognize the middle 4 bp of the 6 bp-'EcoR~ recognition sequence. The middle 4
bp 0: .-norm8.~coRI site" are called an EcbRl- site (Maniatis. dol" 1082)
-, '
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Fig. 11. Slot blot hybridization orcb.romoBomal DNA with'plasrnids
• ~OX, .p<;>:V and. the KmT gelle fragl,llent. ~
:::w~O~i:g~:;:::r~o;ft::'.t~~:10a~:~o~Di;. Bw::r~ ~~~l;~;dO~:1w::t~ern:
inadve(tlllltlJ loaded into\a 110t·onll rowabon (indicated by an arrow)
.1oaying ~he fint alot ImptJ.· . ...---
/
~ A. Tb.1 Iplche and amount of DNA samples
l.pOX~(1ng ,.
-2 ..pOT DNA •. 1 ng
3. pUC12 DNA. 1 ng
4. pUKn DN~, 1 ng ,
5. M. pneumoniae DN~. 1 IIg
6,. M. gafUsept\cum DNA." 1 IIg..-
.,... M.~fermenl~s PG·!jS DNA" Il1g
B. M.. arginini. DNA, 1 IIg ~ (_._~
~o. Eta~1~h~~~S 4D~:' ~O Ilg . ""
11. ~ DNA. 0.5 Ilg
12. Km t DNA. 0.5 Dg
.\
B. Hybridization of thl alot-blot .ith· plasmid pOX DNA as probl.
10& counts ,,'re und in this hybridization.
C. ~YbridUat.l0n of thl lIot-blot .1th '~laemi~ pOY DNA a. prob•.
106 count• ..-ere ueed. ';
O. Hybridization. of thl .lot-blot wrth tho Km T gone tragm,out DNA
a. probe. \
106 count. ,ere ueed." . _ ~.
Hrbrijlization ..-a. following themethod dotailed in IOction 2.5
(601 formamide, 1 iI Ifa· ,-420C overn1ght). uei.ng the highor
IItringoncJ. waehtug procedure (1 x S5PE!0.11 505 for 45· min,
at 66 0C). '" . :. '. ,.
Thll X-raJ film (~odall:. 'X-O~t Aft film) Yae expond for one weolt.
\
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Fig. 12. Southi..n blot hybridization with the origin fragment trom
plasmid pOY as probe .
A. The Et.Br s'tained agaro.. gel priorI to SOuthern blotting'
LaDe 1. 1 ng or~g1'rl fragment from pOY diguted with EcoR;l
Lane 2. 3.025 Pi'1?;. 'coli DNA digested '11'1th EtoRl .
(c:ollpl:lte disution).· . .
Lane 3. O.626·~g M.'pntumon.iat: ,DNA digested with EcoR1
(complete di••tolan). .
'tLane 4', .2 Dg pOY, .DNA.digested' .1th "EcQRl
Lane 5. 2,ng pUC12-DNA dig~lItld with ;EcoR1
L~i 6. 3 ng ~~n DNA ,dlg~.t~~ "1~h/Ec.OR1· ,~
_ Lane 7. 1 IIg ItDlZ gene digested with EcoRl .'~.-Lan.ll jI. i.ng origu fragment'frolD pOY.,digll,ted with EcoRl ,
LaDe 9. ). DNA diguted ~ndIII." ' .'
All t.~. D~ samples ..-ere ~~. in appro:ll:imately equa.l ~Oll.r ~Q.UD'tll.
Ii.. • ", '
. Jl. The autoradiogra-ptr-obtained following Souttiern-tri-ot-t-tng--and--
hybridization~. .
3 X 106 Cplll of probl """ used.
, "
The half arrow pointe to th~JO'itiOD of the linu,~ized pUC1.2;
the full arrow points to the pollitioD of the origin fragmlnt from
pOY diguted with EcoR1. '.eo. -
Hybridization WU, following tht .mlthod. d~ta1led' in netioD 2.5'
(601 forumidl, 1 II: Na·. 42°C overnight). Ii.ing the Ugh'er . ••
Itriurney ....hing procedure (1 :It .sSPE/O. Uli .SDS for 4.6 min;"
at 66°(:-). . ..... , "
The ~-ra1 film (Kodak. X-Omat AR film) "Y..ll expond for ODe week./!
I
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I '- . The pU~ plasmids are dedved from the.liqtio.n of a PvuOIEeoRl rii'"~e~t
o! pBR32~, (ip. which 3,&oRl1< s~~es are found) and a HlftD fragment o~
• r bacte'rio~bage M13mp1,containing the MeZ gene a-fragment (Vieira a~d M"essing,
·~{l821. Accordin~ to the pUC12 restriction mlf' cuts by EcoRl at the un'ique I
.. ,. 0:0,' •
EcpRl site and tbe,c1qsest EcoR!· site of pUel2 would produce a fragment orthe
same sile as the origin fragment of pOX and pOY (Fig. 13A), which would
I . '-
cont:tin'the runctio~origiDde DNA replication ..
.' "'~ .' .
.' To test tbis pOSSiDiHty, Pvull and EcoRI y,rere used.. to double-digest pUC12
and pOY plasmids. For puciz, three fragments of t36~, 180 bp and .2364 b'P
. ,\:~re.,p·re.diot~d(F~~. 13A);' for ;OY.' a '~80 bp, whicq. is th~\'6ame (ra~meC~ the I
180,bp t:!UCl2 .fragmelit, a Y3ll bp fragme.nt and' the Km' fragment were expected ~
. ~,. I .
(Fig: 13B). Fol1~wi·ng ~he double <ligA-fion, both,an~ /l~~rose g~l:electroph'~resis (i~ : ::. "
resoly~ large-sized fragme~ts) and 'a pOlyacryi~mid~'1 electr~phOtesis (to.~~olve :
small-sl.zed fragmE!nts). were carried out. The results..presente~ in Figs', 14 and IS"
respectiyely ar~ cmisistant..withihe predicted, result. Lane 4 in ,Fig, ~4 s.,hows the
, 23'64 bp fragment of pUC12 digested with PvuD ano E;coRl; ,Ian~ 5 spows the Km'
gene r~aginent (approximately 1350 bp) and the g3g bp rTllg~ent. In Fig. ~15, lane'
4 ShO~8 the 180 bp fTllgmen} of pOY produced by th~, d?uble-digestioo; lan1e5 •
,shows the 180 and,136 bp ,fragmentS'of pUC1.2, The large-sii~d rragmen~sare not
. ..
~ell resolved because of overloading in order J.o sho~ the sman.siz~;dhands. It is
, " - ..
therefore concluded that the o~igin of pl,asmid pOY was-d~~:a2
DNA. • ' . .
J
<\",' r"
~/
, /
Fig. ll!. Propo~ed detl~"tlonor the origin In plumld pOY.
11.. Map of' plaamid pUC12 .
NCS:' m~lt;iple cloning site._
P; PvuII lit,
£: EcoR1 lit,
.: EcoR1. lit,
·Qpen bat: bact.niophage W13mp,)acZ genl insert-iotl
Thick 11nl: pro~Ud fragmeilt which becomes the
origin of pl••mid pOY.
'rh, arro( .it,ll dott..d li~. iI the origin
,'. In; PUC;g': ·the t3':~COIl;~ lit.~- .;,. locatid 'at 1~~9 •
.1,874: 2~30 bp...rtip~cttV::d1.·' .' .
.' PvuII.- and EceR! d~ub~. digut:l.oll. will produce 3
fragments:...;: E-fl fras-nt; IBO ..bp
.. . ').!::-1*-i.'-a*-P2. 2364' bp
, j P2-E, ,136 bp
B. prop;8~ ~p of Pl:.mi"d· pOY ..
Thiele lin.: origin f~'llt.
~ Fin, 'HI: ~r gIn I . •
Open bar: pa.rt,of the M13mp inlflTti,on from that ahown
J .. in Fig. 8~. .
Arter dlgntlon with by PvuII' and £CoRl. pOY lIhould
produce 3 fragment.: .
E...P1 frap.ent, 180 .bp ,
Pl.-E~ .fragmoDt. 939 bp
E*-& "fragmen'-. Km T geu
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Fig. 14. Restriction dlgestioft analysis orlllasmids pOY and pUC12:
Electrophoruia on "11 agarole gel. 40 "olt.e tor 3 h.
Lane 1. >. DNA diguted with Hirul.III
LaDe 2. ~X174 DNA d~g..,t.d with HaelI:I---.,rker
Lane 3. Kmr -ge':l' fragme.nt
Lan" 4. pUC12 "DIfA diguted with PvuI!- and EeoR!
LUI 6. pOY DNA. diguted wit.h ?vuI! and Ecolf1
Lane ·8. pUXn DNA ~igut.d with EeaRt
Lane 7. I/lXl74 RF DNA dige.ted with HaeH!
LUI 8 .;.. oN'.... dig"etlci .ith HindUI
·Th.~umbln in 'the llI&rgiD ref'~" to the molecular Weights (bp) of the
lDolecu~ar weight etalld&rd DNA f~~p..ntll.. ,
-'
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Fig. 16. Restriction dtgestion analysis or phun;Dlds pOY and pUC12,
Elect.rophoTu1lll OD 7,6" polyacry18J!lide gel. 50 volts for
HI h.
Lane 1. ). DNA digested wlt.h HindIII
I
Lane· 2. 123 bp DHA' marker ladder
Lane 3. pOY DNA d'~g8lted with PvuU and £CoR1
Lane 4. pOY IfHA dlgeeted wUh PvuII and £CoR1
Lane 6, pUC12 DNA.clisuted dth Pvull and £CaRl
Lane 5 ..pUC12 DNA'dlgutecl with P.vUII and EcoRl
Lane 7. 123 bp DNA. marker ladder
Lane 8. )f DNAdigu~ed'__H,h Hind.III
/
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,Chapter 4
DISCUSSION
4,1. MYCOPLASMA DNA ORIGIN MAY NOT FUNCTION IN
E. coli
The eXJre1'Tments described ber~'strongly suggest that the mycoplasma origin
• of D~A replicati~n mai;n-Qi:Tll\ion ~n ,~. COli',a,nd thatpmYCOPlas:~!l. DNA ,may
not contain any sequence hom~ous e~ugb to be recognized in E. col~ as a.
functional ARS sequence, because, had such a sequence been pre!>ent, it would'
have had a good cba~ce of being Jecovered in these experiments. This may be a
refleetio~ of the great t~xonomic distance between thse two organisms.and a
reflection of different replication systems.
In these experiments, aliquots of the' Eco~1 digestion products of M.
pnttlmon;iat, DNA were exa~illed on a ~el to ensure that only partial digestion
had been achieved. This would eosu~e the preservation or any origin which
conbins an Ee'oRl site: Aliquots or most of the ligation mixtures were ~ls:p
examined 011 gels alld mycopl'nsma DNA was shown to be'capabable of ligation.
The fact that the extracted plasmid pOX was shown to have a mycoplasma DNA
insert suggests that the ligation and transformation of mycoplasma DNA
fragments can occu'r and that myeo~JasmaDNA is capable of being stably
",>' .
03
tra~srormed into E. coli. This is cOD~istant with previous observations-from this ' ~:
1
laboratory (Satisbc:ha~dra~and B.~rDSI~Y, lQ84j.
Wh~n pUC12 was us~d as a control, a large number of transCormants were'
oMained. When partially digested mycopl~ D.NA was ligated with ~he Km'
"gene fragment prior.to traDsrormation~ no transrorrnan,ts were observed iJfiloA.total
of 8 experiments, even though a Dumber of variatirns In tb.} ligation conditions
w".,,;.d. , I t/ .-
In ordef'.tB--eDsure cguivalenl conditio?s for the dephosphorylation, ligation,
and transformation" of the pUC12 origin fragment and the mycoplafma origin
fragment, an i~terJlal control experiment was des"igned. In contrast to the eUC12
.'.
•
plasmid DNA, the mycoplasma DNA fragment carrying the o.rigin is inevitab1t'
mnsked by the larg~ ~ulJ1b(!r or 'non-origin mycoplasma DNA, fragmentS~ The
EcoRl partially digested mycopl~ma D.NA and EcoRI completely digested
pUC12 were therefore mixe~ in 1:1 genomic ratio, dephosphorylated, ligated with
the Km T gene and the mixture used t.o tran;fo~m E. c~/j competent cells. From
the 7 experiments of this type, a total o( 160 Kmr trans(orrpants were obtained,
al} but one of ~hich we~ also Apr which means tha't it was th~ PUCI~ origin anlt .•.
oot a my'coplasma..origi~ that was recovered. Even the plasmid from.the only c
KmrAps tran~rormant bas p.roveo to be the pUC12 origin. No mycoplasma origin
was recovered.' From thes~ data we suggest that no singl~, co?tigl,loUS sequence of
mycoplasma DN~ can function as an jrigin"in E. coli~
Furthe~more, recent Southern blot transfer and DNA hy~ridization
.,.,
.':\
!: ",~.
r.
,.).
'.'f-··-" g4
experimen'ts ha.v~ ~emonstrate~ that the lIz~aB'~aE, ~~CtJ dn~K and:dnaZ;'
, , .""\.. . ,". ,
genes of ~. coli hJl.ve DO h.omology with m coplaSma DNA 18. Regular and
P. Hempstead, unpublished resuI.tsl. The products of ~ose genes are important
constituents of the DNA replication apparatu~ of E. cok Allbough the dnaA gene
has not as y~t been examined, the complete lack of$omology of those ~enes
examined su.ggests either a totally different replication apparatus in mycopla..~ml\,
or virtually cO'\lplete divergence of sequences due to the considerable taxonomic
distance betw,een mycoplasma and E. coli.
Some other possibilities, however, cannot be ruled out. Since the only
enzyme I have used is EcaRl, it may cut in the replication origin of M.
j' • ,
pn~umoniae and lience reduce the number of in.tact functional origin rra6~enb.
Similarly, if th~ ~coRI origi~ (ragment., 9[ M. pneumon!oe, on i~,ownor afte'f
'lig~tion, is larger than 20Kb', it will be transformed i~~o ~r bost cell ~ith r:duced ~.
efficiency: More restriction enzymes need to be tried' in ·order.to draow a more.
\
cQ;;ii,fc'ni co~cltisioD.
'-~.2. A POSSIBLE MECHANISM' FOR THE SPONTANEOUS
" ... . ~
EXCISlbN'OF THE MYCOPLASMA DNA FRAGMENT
When ·the 5po~taneous excision of the mycoplasma DNA frag'm.e~t from
.pOX was first observed, the possibility that mycoplasma DNA is incompatibl~ in
~. coii w~ ~onside;ed. Som~'gen~ ~rom ~Op[BSma have, however, ~een
. . \
transcr,bed'and tr~Dslated in E. coh' without the help of a~ expression.vector
(Kawaucbi, dol., 1984; Mouches, etJJl., 1984; Trevino, et ai:, 1986) wh.ich spo~e
"
. \
,.
';
,\
';. .......
os
tor the opposite. Since 2 ~opies o(the Km' gene ha.v'e been found, in pOX and only
a single Km' gene in pOY, h~mologOus recombination between, these two Km' ~
g"" 'pp'''' to b, , mo" ,,=n,bl, exp1,n,t;on r" tbi. pb"Offi"no, Su,b ) •
homologous recorr:b1natio'!,wOUld result in the excisioll of the ffiy'coplasma DN~ •
fr.agment;Rnd also one cOPf of the Km' gene as illustrated in Fig: 16. In thjg case.
;he 'pOX -must have two copies of-the Km' g~ne -in the same orientation and
, ,
separate~ by the-o~igin 'fragment, with the other ends of the Km' genes being
. . j .... 1
tigated t1t~e mycoplasria-!l. DNA fragment as shown in Fig. 13. It t~e 2 Km' genes
~cre orie~ed in an ill;verted arrangement, bomolO~oustecomb.in~tionwould
resul~ ooiy ip a~iDversio,o of the origin fragment, Dot an·excision of the
mycoplasma DNA rragment.
\ \ ' ,
) Fr~m th-e proposed stru(ture of pOX (Fig. 13) it can be seen'that,incomplete
. " ~', "'. .
digestion by EeoRreould produce 4 species of 9.3 Kp-containing fragments: 9.3
Kb, 9.3 Kb + 1 Krn~ gene; Q..3 Kb + I Kmr gene + the origin and 9.3 Kb + 2
Kmr• gelfts +. the origin. This r~ult is consistant with the results shown in Fig.
" \.:..
l~aDe 5, which shows 4 bands resu,tting from the io.complete digestion or pOX
with EcoRl.· General recombination between homologous sequences is a common
'event in living cells and the smaller pOY could ,have an advantage 0let pOX, rOt
it has lost some or the replication hurdeq, explaining why the proportio.l). of pOY
p(asmid component increases with inctease~'culture time.
~ In these experiments, there aJ:e still 'some questions to be answered. First,
.the EcoRl· end or the origin ligated with II. EcoRl.site will prQ,du~e anCithel'
'",- EcoRl· site with one terminal base pair different (rom the standard EcoR! site
"
I('I
Fig_ 16. Proposed MeehanI8~<?rE~d8lon of pOY from pOX by
Homologous Recombination
/fA. Putative Itrueturl of pOX
B. HOlllologous rllcomb~n&tioD ba.twun two Kmr genel -."
C. Recombination result. in'two circular DNA molecules. (
The 'smaller one 1s pOY, the largllr ODe. lacking An
origin••ill be lo,t in 'Ubll~U'Dt cell diV18i~~~a_..
Hatct:lld bar: ~~ene. the a1'ro.-h.~ :i:9dlC~' the orien-
tation." "...... '
Filled bl!: origin fragment .
. OpeD. bar:'''M. pneumoniae_DNA inurt._
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(fi~. 17):'The plasmids'pOX a.nd pOY which should 'c~nt~in ~e ~ew EC~~l*
sites, however, can~be digested to completion with approxima.tely the -normal
arnouot of EQORI a:d .at the no;mal ra:;e. Is it a intrins!i~~~ature or this new
EcoRl* site or has it been corrected to atrue EcoRl.te by the host c~m If it is
tile latter, then wlia.t Wll! lhe selective pressure? The problem or whether or not, ,
the EcoRl*'site has .been repaired to an EeoRl ~te can be solvcd by dClrerminillg
J. lh~. s~q nc~ of the DNA in th;:~gion. ..' _. ,,' fororo the Southern blot transfer and DNA-h'ybridizalion results pUC12 wasouod to have.,a certain amour of homology with E. coli D~A. In'Fig. 12~, there
ar~ 7 'bands of E..coli ~~~ w'~c~ hybridize ~ith thEl" pUC.12 r,eplicatio,n 6rig~;n
(i.e. ~~':" origin) fragment. --;... I!-.
Thc·E. coli DNA was completely 4igc:sted and most of the bands'do no~ look like
incomplcte digesti~n product~: ~hat is the so!!"e or the observed io~ology? The
presence of a I~d, 0, P and·Z fragment from pUC12 ~Ur1xPI~in the' , 0
hybr~dization of some of the ba~ds;but it is difficult to ~xplain ,all 7 bands in this
way.
' ..
4.3. WHAT IS THE POSSffiLE REASON WHY TIrE M.
, . pneumon~ae ORIGIN MAY NOT FUNCTION IN E. ~oli?
'.
, .
Evln though ~he m.\coplasmas are ~ign~d to the Grll~~positive bllcter~
according to their rRNA sequ;nces, it appears that the mycoplasmas form a
diverge.nt. ~p"a~d are relatively distinc~;m the rest of the eUbacter.ia'\Razin, \'
1985; Woese, 1987, '<fhe evolutionary distan~hetween the mycoplasmas and tne
,
eubacteria may be even. greater th~n that betwee~ E. ooli (as a representative of
.
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Gram negative bacterii) and B. sublilis ~83.a represe~tative of Gram positive
bacteria). The results r~om t~~ experiments reported bere would suggest that this
is parti~ul~rlY so with respect to the replication system. In additiod to the
evide~ce discusse? in section ~.6., ot'her re8.l!Sns for this conclusio~ are as follows.
''---.....-.
No homology has been roun/d between niycopl~ma DNA and the dnuB, E,
~zx, and K genes or E. coli (S."R.egular and.P. Hempstead, unpublished
results). Among theJe genes, dnaB, E, G, z~t pr~uc~ important rep~ication
pr~teins,while dnuK is a heat shock gene andois conserved in both eubacteria and
eukar,yotes (Bardwell and .<;::raig, 1(184). Althoug? ~~e ho·o;.OIO.gy between the
. rRNA genes of B. 8ublilis ~nd mycoplasma is relativelY,hi;b (Razin, 1(185; Woes~:
UI87), the mycoplasma 165 'rRNA gene has many base alterations in the regions
. i '. .~.
usuall~ conserved between Qthcr. eubacteria ('Yoese, 1987). Recently,
Mycoplasma mycoides DNA h~ been ~fown to share similar ~eatllres with t.he
mitochondrial DNA of ~eurospora, yeasts and ~ammals with resrct to the.
reading or certain codons (Sainuilsson el al., 1987). Because ~he' mit~hondrion is
'Considered to be derived from a primitive bacterium,. the similarity ~etween.thcm
suggestS that the mycoplasma group is a primitive group among prokaryotes.
\his eV'idence suggests a clear distinction between the mycoPlasm'as and other
eubacteria. On the other han~ B. sublilis ~tains considerable ho~ology with E.
coli. Its origin region has 6 open reading frames (ORF) which bave homology to 6
.F . .
genes or E. coli and bave the same gene organiz.aton. The 6 genes or E. coli ar,e
involved in' nucleic acid meta.bolism (rlJpA), transla~ion (rpmH), DNA replication
'(dnaA, dnaN), re~ombination (reeF) and QNA :o~rormation (gyr~pogasa;"ar;,
) .
\J
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!It al~, HISS). The dnaA genes of ~he two bacteria: have high homology and a
" gyrasc gene fragme~t from B. 8ubtilis can com~lemen,t the gyrA mutant or E. coli
(Lampe eI at., 1985). In addition, the E. coli and B. 8ubli/is origins J?oth contaill
r --~
~ultiple dnaA ~oxes and thererore may belong to the same dnaA-type origin (S~,~'
below) with similiL"r~epll.caH()D apparatu~ and initiation mechanism (l.ather, L985;
Zyskin,d et 'al., 1983; o~~wara et al., "'985). • .
\-
.. T~e DnaA protein of E. coli b.,as been (ound to be able. to initiate repli~atioR
of many plasmi~s (Seufert et al., 1987) by binding to the dnaA box an! directing
DoaB, C, and G proteins to -aste'mble into a. pre-replisome. ~ch an drigin, '
. \. . . ,
termed.a dnaA.type, must contain the dnaA box, a primer initiation signal and a.
, ..
pr~mer processing signal (ei~ber ~ t~rmination.si~al or an RNast-H cutting site)
so that DNA polymerase m can cOD,tinue synthesis from an RNA primer. III thcs·e I
• " ".f" . .~'
experiments, however, no such origin has been found in M. pneumoniae DNA,
J wbich suggests that the ori~n in-M. pneumoni~e DNA may not be'of dn~aA-tYP'e.
" Does M. pneumoniae share a si.milar overall DNA replication meshanisITl •
lfnd excbllogeable ·~ppll.ratus with E. coli but on~the 'sequence .specific in"itiation
protein (DoaA equivalent) is dirrerent and recognizes a dirrerent specific initiation
sequence? In this"calje the major possible reasoD for the failure to clone an M"
pneumoniae origin could ~e that the sequence recognizing protein gene (dnaA
equi"alent) is located far away from the.origin.and the dige~eQ.,M. pneumoniae
, ' .
DNA always contains' an origin rragment without the gene coding ror the specific
initiation protein. The origin fngmcnt, not being r~og~ized b,r DnaA protein,
.cannot fUDction in the~711 only because of the lack of the corresponding
initiation protein. However, the hetero~ogyof the dnaB, E; G and ZX genes
betw~en the two bacteria suggestll that t.he replication Apparatus itself lI).ay have
more extensive heterology than a difference betweep t~o initiation proteins. H
the only difr:rence between the DNA replication system',pf M. pneumoniae and
that of E. cofi lies in the initiation proteins, it might be possible to clone the M.
. ..."~\i';oniae origin by transforming ligation mixtures of M. pn~umoniae DNA
J~ 'resistance gene iragment into E. coli which already carry one,or more
broad host range plasmid(s} resultin~ in the presence_ in ttfl!l'cells of an initiation
protein(s) coded by the plasmid(s). H an initiation protein coded by the plasmid(s)
can recognize the~origin from M. pneumoniae and co~pensat~isSing ,
"DnaA "·Iike function, the M. pntumoniat origin of DNA replicatio'D. might then
•• I
be functional in E. coli.· Alternatively,.it might be neccessar.y £o.~ne M.
pntumoniat DNA fragments ligated with a resist~nce gene directly into M.
pntumoniat itselr. •
')
Another type' of origin that'functions in E. coli is t~e q:olEl.typ~origin "Yit~
a promotor for priming the le~ding strand and rn' site for initiating the la~ging .'
strand (Marians, rgS4). The plasmids pBR32t:nd pUC12 have this origin derived,
from ColEi. In th~se experiments nO such.. origin hILS been cloned from M.
o
pncumoniat' DNA and the plasmid pUC12 has no h~mology with the M.
pneumoniat DNA, suggesting that the M. pneumoniae DNA does l'lot bave'a
ColEl-type initiation sequence.
\
In addition'to the E. coli ~l'la.A initiation origin and the ColEl type origin,
.
there are many other autonomously replicating sequences (ARS) whicb function
I~': ..- ,..
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in E. coli (Kornberg, H181; Seott, 1984). Some of tbem only need a portion of the.
replica.tion apparatus of the bost cell; 50'Of the~also en~e proteins Wbie,h are
spetific for tHeir own replic.ation. However, the functioning of these ARS
(plasmids and ph.ages) in E. coli. usually involves a part of the wh'ole replication
system of the host cell. Since DO ARS from M. pnfllmo~iaf w~ found that can
function in E. col} it ag~n implies that the difference between the two replication
Systems' is extensive rather than only I~Dg in th~ initiation protein itself. ~
"'\
As mentioned in secti~n 1.2" dam methrlation is essential for the
functioning of E. io!i-type origins. Four rnrcoplasma species have bee~ 'tested for
dam metbylation by digesting the genomi,,"DNAs with 'the restriction
endonucleases Sal13AI and Mbo£. Of the 4 species tested, M. a"'~ini and M.
. . ;)
fermentanB DNA ar.. dam methylated, lind M. galliBepticum and M.
pnfumonjaf DNA are not methylated at dam sites (data not shown). It all the
/' ,
mycoplasma. species exa.mined share a. similar replication mechanism and
,
apparatus, dam methylation must not be e5Sen~ial, which supports ,the condusion
that the mycoplasma have a different replication initiation mechanism irom t~a.t
of E. coli; if dam ll)ethylatioD is,ess:ntial for initiation in the dam methylation
positive mycoplasmas, it meaDS that tk))c are different replica.tion mechanisms
within the mycoplasma group, providing additional evidence ror wiCie divergence
within the genus Mycoplasma.
'-.-'Tl4f: M. pneumoniae DNA is Dot methylated at the dam.sit~, suggests that
tbe M. pneumoniae origin may represent an an~estral versioq of the E. co/j.ty,pe \
oriC before dam methylntion' evolved, a.nd that the M. pneumoniae origino' arle~
r
.-'
..".. ' .
lOS
it is dam methylated, might~ recognized by E. to/i·as an origin. T~is is not,
however, likely 19 be the case because in these experiments the transformed celh
. were always incubated (or 30 ~in, ·non-se.lecti"e me<li~m after tr~formation,
which would allow. the melll:ylation of dam site! in the M..p~eumDniae DNA ~
occur. The dam methylase can met.hyl"e all double strllJlded, oon-met.hylated
dam !ites 'io iocomioz; DNA (Adams, 1985): Since t~e dam n:ethylase bas 00·
cognate restriction' eodoD'lclease in E. coli (Adams and Burdo~, 1985) and the E....
coli K-12 strain RRI, the host used in. these experirrteoWl, lacks the only koo~n •
restriction endonuclease in E. coli K·12, it is unlikely that there was ex~eDsive lOS!!.
of transformed M." pneumonia.e.DNA8eqUences.~~e tos'uch ~es·t·riction·. t· "_. ;'.
~:
.-:...
·Also relevant to this discussion or why the M. pneumoniae origin failS tq
. ~ \.
rundion in E. toli, is a consideration or the orgaoin~ionof the B.:SUblili. 07~ t
(section 1.5). Two origins have been found within the origin region of lJ. ,ubfili,.
~ .. -- . - .
but their in vivo roles are not;et de~r. Levine el al. (llJ81lsu.ggesls that both
origins of B. ,ubtiii, mu.st he arranged in the correct order for it to function, .and
that this may be the reason ror.~he failure of errorts to clone the B. nbtili, origin
as an oriC-plasmid in B. subljli, itself. 10 E. to/i, the essential' elements ~:e
c1usteted into a mioiorigm. The E. coli on'C-plasmid, however', aJways s~ows.
~ '.~
some diCCerence with resped to stability. copy number, par~i~ioning. etc., ft'?'? the
chrom05Om~·~ 110 mAtter how extensive, th~ orie fragment e1pned. E~cept fot the .
difference in absolute genome size bet~eei:l. an oriC-plasmid and the t.hrOfOOs~me, ~.
this suggests that there exist regul&tor~ sequences Ioc:~ted some distance fr.om the
'.miniorigin itseU. If the essential sequences of the M. pneumoniae DNA orig~n are
..'
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I distributed separately and cannot be cloned in one single fragm~nt in an artWcial
plasmid after digeStion and ligation, a functional origin can never be cloned with
~he method used in this ~xperiment. A modification to the principle of these
e.~perimentsmay solve the problem, i.e. digesting and ligating mycoplasma DNA
on its own before it is ligated with marker geD~ fragments. III the random ligation
betweel't mycoplasma fragments, a ligated fragment with 2 originally sepa.rated
origin regions close to each other might be created that can be transformed and
function as an intact origin. \
/
This work is only the beginning of a stU?y of mycoplasma DNA replication.
There are further experiments worth doi.ng, for example, to repeat these
-, • ,w ,
experiments but transrorm ioto host cells containing broad host range plasmid!.
The possibility or homology or the E. co~i dnaf'l gene to M. pm:umonille DNA
needs to be examined considtriog th.e important role the dnaA geue plays in
. determ.ining the specirity or initiati~n at the origin.,.f. rurther possibility is to
at;<1mpt the cloning or a functional origin from M. pneumoniae as an
oriC·plasmid in "J:!. pneu",~niae itselr or in another mycoplasma speries.
'.. ',!.
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